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ROBERT F . ENSMINGER is associate professor of 
geography at Kutztown State College. He has taught 
there since 1966 with M.A.'s from Lehigh and Rutgers 
Universities. His investigation into origins of the Penn
sylvania Barn grew out of a concern for preserva
tion of Pennsylvania German culture and his specific 
interest in folk art and the vernacular architecture of 
that culture . His article synthesizes five years of re
search into the Pennsylvania Barn. 

TERR Y G. JORDAN is professor of cultural geography 
and departmental chairman at North Texas State Uni
ver ity in Denton . He specializes in the study of 
traditional American culture and recently published 
Texas Log Buildings: A Folk Culture (Austin: Uni
ver ity of Texas Press, 1978) and" Alpine, Alemannic 
and American Log Architecture" (Annals, Association 
of American Geographers). 

BRYAN J. STEVENS, M.D., is a practlcmg psy
chiatrist in York, Pennsylvania. He has long held 
an interest in antiques and old houses and is widely
read and self-taught in these areas. He and his wife 
purchased the Messerschmidt-Dietz farm in 1978 and 
plan to live there following restoration of the cabin. 

WILLIAM FETTERMAN i a recent graduate of Muh
lenberg College whose major for his B.A. degree was 
in English . Born in Allentown, PA, in 1956, he likes 
literature and music and has begun studies in both, 
independently . Dissatisfied with the modern world, 
he tries to live with it anyway, he says. He has 
become interested in folklore studies in recent years. 
A memorable occasion was his meeting with the late 
Millen Brand. 
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A SEARCH FOR THE ORIGIN 
OF THE PENNSYLVANIA BARN 

by Robert F. Ensminger 

Leiby barn, 1871, Lehigh County, PA. Typical nineteenth cen tury Pennsylvania Barn with jorebay supported by 
extension oj basement walls. This barn photo 1975 by author, a all other contemporary barn photographs. 

INTRODUCTION 

In southeastern and outh central Pennsylvania dur
ing the period between the middle and end of the eigh
teenth century, there emerged a two and a half story 
multiple purpose barn which fitted the contemporary 
agricultural technology. This barn was larger than 
previous pioneer and first-generation barns. It could 
house livestock in the basement, permit thre hing on 
the second floor, store hay in large mows and lofts, 
and protect grain in the bins of the granary which 
was usually located in the forebay. The forebay, or 
second floor extension, projects over the basement 
stable doors and is the distinctive and diagnostic 
feature of this structure which has come to be called 
the Pennsylvania Barn. The forebay barn became 
dominant by ISOO and today still dominates the rural 
landscape of much of Pennsylvania. 

Recognition of and interest in this barn dates back to 
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late colonial times. De criptions in travel narratives, 
new paper ,journal and government reports reveal it 
popularity and verify its morphology which ha contin
ued basically unchanged for two centurie. Alfred 
Shoemaker in hi 1959 book, The Pennsylvania Barn, 
provide excellent documentation of the e various 
ource . I In 1956, Dornbu hand Heyl, in their book, 

Pennsylvania German Barns, pubJi hed the first de
tailed de cription and analy is of thi barn form. 2 They 
established a classification ystem which ugge t evolu
tionary tage in the development of the forebay barn. 
The first scholarly inquiry into the location and extent 
of the e barns wa completed by Glas in 1971. In 
his Ph.D. dis ertation, The Pennsylvania Culture Re
gion: A Geographical Interpretation oj Barns and Farm
houses, Glas mapped the actual di tribution of Penn
sylvania Barns to support his the i that the area of 
their distribution provide a visible urrogate for the 
Pennsylvania Culture Region. 



/ 
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"ROANOKE 

o 20 4,0 6? MILES 

_ PENNSYLVANIA BARN REGION 

- From Glass, Tht Penns),lwUJw Culture Rtgion. p . 38. Used wah permmlon 0/ (he author. 

The e and other writers have made significant state
ment over the year contributing to our knowledge 
of the barn. Most writers have referred in varying 
degree to its development and origin. Their state
ments will be reviewed, analyzed, and documented in 
this report which will examine in detail the problem of 
determining the origin of the Pennsylvania Barn . 

Where did it come from and why does it have a fore
bay? In pite of the practical value provided by a fore
bay, extra space above and protection below, most 
barns in North America do not have them. Even the 
large two and a half story barns which occur from 
southern Quebec through upstate New England and 
from New York to Wisconsin lack the forebay. 3 Prac
tical need did not influence the utilization of a forebay 
in these examples. However, banks, bridges, and 
ramps for second floor access are consistently found in 
these as well as Pennsylvania Barns. It is a common 
error to use the term "bank barn" when referring 
to the Pennsylvania Barn . Although Pennsylvania 
Barns usually have ramps or are built against banks, 
so do many other types. But only the Pennsylvania 
Barn has a forebay. 

y intere t in thi topi date ba k (0 19 '" hen I 
\~as enrolled in a ettlement geograph our e at Rutger 

ni er it. I can re all general tatement made about 
foreba barn and implication that their form rna 
tern rom uropean protot pe . ore re entl, hile 

tea hing cultural geograph at Kutztown tate ollege, 
I de eloped a trong intere t in rural ettlement geog
raphy. R earch and tud re ealed frequent referen es 
to Penn I ania Barn and orne definite idea as to 
OrIgin. Then, e\·eral ear ago while looking at 
old family photograph , I came acro a nap hot from 
the late 1 00'. y ife' grandfather tood with 
friend beneath the forebay of a barn in hi homeland 
of witLerland! The exact location of the photo i not 
known . Thi er ed to inten ify my intere t and focu 
re earch into the problem of the origi n of the barn. 
My earch for the e origin the ubject of thi 
a rti cle. 

Family photo in S witzerland under jorelJay OJ a oam. 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE. 
The first person to make a definite statement about 

the origin of the Pennsylvania Barn was Marion Learned, 
professor of Germanic Languages and Literature at the 
University of Pennsylvania. His paper, "The German 
Barn in America", published in 1915 cites European 
prototypes as logical ancestors of the barn.4 He refers 
to the High Alemannic or Swiss House of Germanic 
origin as the probable prototype. The following state
ments constitute a strong testimonial for this point 
of view: 
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I. The projecting roof, or 'forebay' (the Swiss Ger
man name), i a direct survival of the projecting 
roof and balcony of the Swiss house. $ 

2. Thi unmi takable urvival of the Swiss barn, 
traced by a compari on of the structure itself 
with that of the Swi original, is further corrobo
rated by the name till given this barn in America. 
They are called in Engli h "Swi ser barn' or 
'bank barn '; in the Penn ylvania German dialect 
they are called Schweizer Scheier. 6 

Profe or Learned' tatement fall ju t hort of ac
cepting a direct transfer in toto of the forebay barn 
from witzerland to America . He implie orne modi
fication in form. In Penn ylvania, hou e and barn 
were epa rated and the balcony wa applied to the 
barn but wa enclo ed to become the forebay. 

Thomas J . Wertenbaker , writing in 1938, di cu ed 
the European root of American civilization which in
cluded hi idea about the origin of the Penn ylvania 
Barn .7 They parallel the earlier tatement of Marion 
Learned as the following summary will reveal : 

I . We mu t eek the ancestry of the Penn ylvania 
German barn in the wooded highland of Upper 
Bavaria, the outhern pur of the Black Fore t 
mountain, in the Jura Region and el ewhere in 
Switzerland . In the Upper Bavarian hou e, whjch 
has the clo e t affinity of all to the Penn yl
vania barn, the re idence, barn and stable are 
under one roof. 8 

2. Of special intere t is the laube or jorebay, 
an overshoot of the barn floor, affording an en
closed gallery above and a protection to the walls, 
window . and door of the table below. 9 

Wertenbaker felt that the barn part of thi highland 
peasant hou e wa retained almost unchanged in Ameri
ca. A statement, however, that the forebay may have 
been an afterthought is confu ing and not consi tent 
with his general logic. Never-the-Ie ,hi acceptance 
of a European prototype seems clear as he details 
many si milaritie of morphology between Pennsylvania 
and Alpine tructure. He a lso enlarge the di tribu
tional area of the pea ant hou e prototype, quoting 
Klaus Thiede and other Europea n fo lk housing ource 
who include the Alps from centra l and wes tern Au tria 
to Canton Bern, Switzerland , in the o urce region . lo 

Henry J . Kauffma n sets fo rth o rne rather di ffere nt 
ideas . II After stating that the Pennsylvania Ba rn is 
uruquely American in design, he cites three o f the photo
graphs in his article to illustrate steps in the "evolu
tion" of the barn. This reference to evolu tion con
trasts strongly with Professor Learned's ideas and erves 
to demonstrate the differences o f opinion concerning 
the origins o f the Pennsylvania Barn. 

The first o f the three barn pictures in the Kauffman 
article is most interesting. What it shows is a very 
early (probably pre- I740) log barn. It is small and 
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simple yet has a fully developed forebay protecting the 
stable door! The fact that a forebay was utilized on 
so early a first generation barn may indicate prior 
knowledge of this form, not evolution, as stated 
by Mr. Kauffman. 

In 1956, after years of photography, analysis and 
classification of Pennsylvania barns, architect Charles 
Dornbusch collaborated with John Heyl (subsidized by 
the Pennsylvania German Folklore Society) to publish 
the first comprehensive study of the Pennsylvarua Barn. 12 

leven types were recognized and thoroughly described 
in this volume accompanied by representative photo
graph. Of special interest to this study are state
ments pertaining to the barn' s origins. The author 
relates that although details and methods of construc
tion can be traced, the barn has no direct precedent 
in structures in similar use either in Britain or Western 
Europe. I). He cites the common usage in medieval 
Europe of the extended, overhanging framed bay and 
the abundance of banked structures in Alpine Europe 
and concludes that the German settlers combined these 
time-te ted forms to accommodate their needs by pro
jecting a new form, the great bank barn of Pennsylvarua. 14 

These tatements explicitely defend the proposition of 
development and evolution of the Pennsylvania Barn in 
America and reject the possibility of direct transfer of 
the form from European prototypes. 

Mid-eigh teen th century double log pen grundscheier 
near Fleetwood, Berks County, PA. 1975. 

T he main text o f the book plot the evolution o f 
the barn by identifying eleven type . The e progre 
chronologically from the early 1700 ' to the middle 
1800's . They also progre s morphologically from im
pie ground barn of log construction, to transi tional 
ground barns of tone with partial ba ement table , to 
ground barns with pentroof protection for table en
trance, to a two and a half story bank barn with 
full pentroof identified a Type E. I$ Thi form i 
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Type £ (Dornbu ch & Heyl) bank barn which originally 
had a pen/roof. Mo elem prings, Berk oun /y, PA . 
1975. 
de cribed a the next logical de elopment of the all-
tone barn, the true bank barn. Type ,the one 

which follow, has the cantilevered overhanging fore
bay and i called the weitzer barn. '6 Thi pro
gre ion further reinforce the evolutionary concept 
for the origin of the Pennsylvani a Barn by suggesting 
that the forebay developed from the pentroof. Later 
type describing a forebay which i upported by ex
ten ion of the ba ement wall or u e of upporting 
column complete the evolutionary cherne. 

The logic of this approach, that the Pennsylvania 
Barn i a product of evolution and election forged by 
the requirements of the Pennsylvania frontier, is appeal
ing . A closer check of the con truction dates of the 
very barns pictured to illustrate thi scheme rai es some 
eriou que tion. Many of the Type E barns cited 

(pre-forebay bank barns) date in the late eighteenth to 
early nineteenth century. Type F and G, which sup
posedly developed from Type E' show dates from the 
middle 1700's. Heyl also state that the Sweitzer fore
bay barn was widely distributed in outheastern Pennsyl
vania by the mid-eighteenth century, 11 and in fact, 
that the form prevailed in the early eighteenth century. 's 
This evidence is not consistent with the developmental 
progression of the cla sification scheme. 

It \\ ould eem that the full de\ eloped foreba) barn 
appeared nearl a early a the ground barn. an? 
earlier than the fir t T pe bank barn from \\ hI h It 

uppo edly dire tl e ohed. In fact, the almo ( imul
taneou appearance in the earl I 'of both ground 
barn and foreba barn ugge t a familiarit \ ith 
both form b earl ettler and implie the e i tence 
of direct uropean protot pe in both ca e . 

The origin of the ground barn ha e been e amined 
b a number of cholar. In \959 , anin right re
poned on the antecedent of the double pen form . '9 
Thi form applie to the ea rl y grou nd barn and con-
i t of two log pen o r crib eparated b a pa -

through or thre hing floor. roof pan all three 
ection unifyi ng the tructure into a imple barn. 

Wright contend that the wede fir t brought thi 
form to the Delaware alley and applied it to both 
hou e and barn . I ha e verified thi " wedi h con
nection" through an early double log pen barn with 
pas -through and overhanging loft located northwe t 
of tockholm, Sweden . Ingemar Ols on, formerly of 
Sweden, reports that imilar barns are common e-

pecially in a belt running north of a line from Gote
berg to tockholm . He also states that orne early 
examples in Sweden date back to the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries, early enough to have been known 
by the Swedes who first sett led the Delaware Valley. 
The most intriguing aspect of this barn is the forebay
like overhang . As we shall see later, Henry Glassie 
picks up this theme in his study of the Pennsylvania 
Barn. 

Swedish log pen barn with cantilevered over
hang, located in the Outdoor Museum at 
Sigtuna, Sweden. 

Late eighteenth century "Sweitzer" barn near Boyertown, 
Berks County, PA. 1976. 
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There are other potential sources for the ground barn 
which wa the most common first-generation barn in 
Penn ylvania . Alan Keyser and William Stein describy 
in detail thi form , which in German is called die 
Grundscheier.20 Mr. Keyser ha pent time in the 
Palatinate examining the grund cheier. He has found 
that the form and ize of the uropean and Pennsyl
vania type are virtually interchangeable and he con
tend that the Rhine Valley i the proper ource 
region for the prototype of the Penn ylvaOla grund
scheier. I have also examined early barns in the 
Central Rhine Valley . The grundscheier is the prevail
ing type in this region from which everal hundred 
thou and German peaking settler came to Pennsyl
vania. I concur with Mr. Keyser that a Germanic 
ource for the grundscheier is mo t credible. 

Transverse crib barn or "cantilever," Cades Co ve, 
Greal Smoky Mountains alional Park, TE 1977. 

The most explicit and detailed source of tatements 
directly examining the development of the Pennsylvania 
Barn can be attributed to Henry Glassie who in 1966 
addressed this problem. 21 He recognized that the 
double crib barn (grundscheier) was known during 
the earliest period of settlement and speculated that 
the double-crib barn with overhanging loft must also 
have been known. A previous reference to Martin 
Wright's Swedish antecedent for the double-crib form 
and my statement verifying this early Swedish form 
with overhanging loft at first seems to justify his 
conclusion. He further states that the overhanging loft 
form was carried out of Pennsylvania during the first 
wave of out-migration in the second quarter of the 
18th century and became established on the eastern 
and western slopes of the Great Smokies in North 
Carolina and Tennessee. 

Here, it continued to evolve by the inclusion of addi
tional cribs and the one-quarter rotation of the roof 
ridge resulting in the transverse crib barn, the domi
nant type of early Upland South. 22 The fact that 
Pennsylvania Barns with cantilevered overhangs on all 
four sides are found along the migration route in the 
Valley of Virginia is cited as evidence of the out-
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diffusion of this form from early Pennsylvania. Glassie 
then proposed an evolutionary sequence: double crib , 
double crib with overhanging loft, two level with 
unsupported forebay, two level with supported fore
bay. 23 He recognized that many techniques and cer
tain elements of European structures found in Penn
sylvania barns were known by the early settlers . 
Specifically, he compared the forebay to the balcony 
of certain Swiss houses, to the spinning gallery of the 
barns of Lancashire, and to the cantilevered balcony 
of the umgebindehaus of Bohemia from which the 
double-crib with overhanging loft could have developed. 
But he concluded that the combination of those 
elements into the Pennsylvania Barn seemed distinctly 
American .24 

Writing in Pioneer America in 1970, Henry Glassie 
continued to defend the thesis of New World synthe-
is. Stating that even though multi-level, banked build

ings reminiscent of the Pennsylvania barn can be seen 
in Switzerland, Germany, and England , precise proto
types could be found nowhere in the Old World . 
Again he concluded: "It seems that the bank barn 
re ulted from meshing the multi-level banked notion 
brought from both Central Europe and Northwestern 
England with the double-crib barn idea from Central 
Europe. "B 

Glassie' s scholarship and documentation are above 
challenge and his idea of New World synthesis and 
evolutionary sequence is attractive and logical. Some 
questions, however, must be raised. The evolutionary 
cherne hinge upon the early development in Pennsyl

vania of the double-crib barn with overhanging loft. 
This is the second step in the sequence. Being later, 
the urvival rate should be better than its predecessor 
and numerous examples should remain intact. In fact, 
this i not the ca e. Only a few such early barns 
have been documented in Pennsylvania!26 Henry 
Glassie himself has studied them in York and Adams 
county where some two and three bay ground barns 
have small forebays protecting the stable Goors. 
Although no dates are provided, the framing form of 
the e barns indicates, according to Glassie, that they con
form to the plan of the early barns of southeastern Penn
sylvania. 27 These examples seem to document small 
forebays or overhanging lofts on early crib or ground 
barns which were contemporaneous with or possibly 
even earlier than many plain double-crib barns. Thi 
fact would not jibe with Glassie's sequence. 

Moreover, the double-crib barn or grundscheier, the 
originator of the line, can still be found in signifi
cant numbers . Alan Keyser reports that approximately 
three hundred still remain. The absence or scarcity 
of the overhanging loft form which supposedly in
spired the forebay in the later evolutionary stages also 
raises serious questions about the entire scheme. 
Those barns in the valley of Virginia with four side 



overhang are mid-nineteenth century types. They rna 
repre ent a later local ariety of the Penn yl ania 
Barn rather than a survivor of the earlier form. 
I have seen similar barns in central Ohio and they too 
are late. 

What about the cantilevered loft and transverse barn 
of the Upland outh? Are they a relict form of an 
early Pennsylvania type (Glassie: stage two) possibly 
tracing back to wed ish settlement on the Delaware? 
When one considers the mall population (possibly 
several hundred) of this group as compared to the 
hundreds of thousands of Germanic settlers occupyi ng 
a broad inland bu ffe r belt , the potential fo r pre erva
tion and ex tensive ex portation of Swedish fo rms is 
reduced to near zero. 

Eng/ish bank barn, ramp to loft, Southern Lake Dis
trict, Eng/and. 1978. 

In searching for European sources to provide ele
ments for American synthesis of Pennsylvania barn , 
Glassie mentions the bank barns of northwestern Eng
land. 21 Other scholars have suggested connections 
between this barn and Pennsylvania. Don Yoder of 
the University of Pennsylvania reiterated this view in a 
conversation in 1976 citing the general similarity of 
external form plus the occurrence of similar barns in 
the southeastern most counties of Pennsylvania. I 
made an extensive visit to the Lake District of north
western England in 1978, for verification. Barns here, 
especially in the southern section, have a strong re
semblance to Type E barns (Dornbusch and Heyl) 
discussed earlier. Lake District and Type E barns are 
two level barns with ramps or banks . Stables on the 
ground floor are protected by a pentroof. They are 
roughly equivalent in size to similar structures 
here and may be prototypes of those Type E barns found 
in the counties adjacent to Philadelphia which were 
peopled largely by English stock. It is difficult to see 
how they have contributed to the development of the 

Pennsyl ania Barn. As e plained pre iou I , the date 
here in a period after the e tabli hment of the foreba 
barn. 

English bank barn, pentroo/ and barnyard, Southern 
Lake District, Eng/and. 1978. 

In fact, the date assigned them in England by Bruns
kill shows that the earliest ones appeared in 1730-40 
and they probably did not predominate until much 
later. 29 This fact casts doubt on the prototype thesis. 
The internal arrangement and details of door, hinge, 
latch, and framing techniques show almost no similar
ities to Pennsylvania Barn form s. Finally, the earliest 
English barns of eastern New England were simple, 
three bay ground barns which later evolved by enlarge
ment or connection to other out-buildings but did not 
develop into banked structures. The whole idea of a 
contributary role for English bank barns to barn 
development in Pennsylvania is questionable. 

The concept of architectural progression and evolu
tion of the Pennsylvania Barn was defended by Joseph 
Glass whose dissertation was referred to earlier. He 
provides a fairly detailed, if not analytical, review of 
the literature and he agrees with Glassie and others 
when he states that no Pennsylvania Barn was trans
ported in toto across the Atlantic and that the final 
product is American .1o He also explores in some detail 
how functional forces could have encouraged the de
velopment of the forebay. These include the need to 
protect the stable doors from snow accumulation from 
the roof in winter and provide the same protection 
during the ejection of straw from the second floor dur
ing the threshing season. Glass concludes his look at 
the problem of the origin of the forebay with the follow
ing statement: 

The development of a forebay. therefore. would seem to 
have solved simultaneously a variety of problems for early 
Pennsylvanians and all in a manner consistent with archi
tectural memories suggested by features which might have 
been observed in one or more of their homelands. ' I 

Most recent statements and assessments definitely 
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favor the idea of evolution in America for the Pennsyl-
ania Barn a nd reject the idea of a direct uropean 

prototype. H ow doe the record of colonial history, 
the tudy of colonia l architecture, and the evidence 
provided by urvival of artifacts and folk art" tack 
up"? In all area there are numerou examples of 
virtual replication of European form. A vi it to the 
famou Folk Mu eum in Inn bruck, Au tria wi ll show a 
clo e onnection between Penn ylvania tool, fraktur 
art, wrought iron, wood carving, and decorated furni
ture and tho e of Alpine urope. Evidence of the 
direct tran fer of architectura l type i equally trong 
and include four early barn form which came vi rtually 
unchanged from urope to America . I have a lready 
pre ented thi e idence with re pect to the grundscheier. 

Arthur and Witney in thei r book, The Barn, make 
excellent u e of photograph, diagrams, and documen
tation to how the continuation of uropean forms in 
America. 32 They e amine the Engli h barn and it 
American counterpart, the Yankee barn; the Breton 
barn a nd it Canadian exten ion, the Quebec long barn; 
the axon unit farm tead a nd it ew World edition, 
the ew York Dutch barn . Th.i laller tructure is thor
oughly a na lyzed by John Fitchen in hi cla ic tudy, 
The ew World Dutch Barn. JJ In thi book, he provide 
a detai led architectural a naly i and tructurally com
pare the ew York barn to it Old World prototype . 
The e and numerou other tudie chronicle the rna ive 
evidence of direct diffu ion to America of a broad 
va ri ety of culture form. ignificantly, they how that 
the precedent of tran fer of barns from urope to 
America ha been well e tabli hed . 

The exportation of Penn ylvania Barn out of Penn-
ylvania to other region is al 0 a well-e tablished 

fact. Traveling down the Grea t Valley to Tenne ee, 
and along the National Road to Indiana, one find 
enough example of thi form to ju tify the reputa
tion of Pennsylvania as a viable culture hearth . In 
the early 1800's, German settler from Pennsylva nia 
established an outlier of Penn ylvania Culture in south
ern Ontario. J4 This region remain distinctive today. 
Pennsylvania German dialect i till poken there and 
one find s Pennsylvania Barns demarcing it extent. 

Pennsylvania Barns also occur in central Wi consin 
in Marathon and southern Lincoln Counties. Robert 
Bastian who studied them in 1975 pre ent a different 
solution for their occurence, the idea of independent, 
parallel development. JS Bastian reveals that German 
settlers from Pomerania who arrived in the late 1800' 
built barns which closely resemble Pennsylvania Barns 
by having a supported forebay which is locally called a 
porch, shed, or lean-to. Although there are difference 
of detail and construction, the basic morphologies of 
the two barns are very similar. Ba tian states that 
simple ground barns which are also found in Wi con in 
were the predecessors of the porch barn thus favoring 
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an evoluti onary scheme similar to Glass ie' s to explain 
the occurrence. 

Bastian does hint , however, at the poss ibility of a 
northern uropean orIgIn. It is thi s point which is 
relevant to thi s study. He cites a statement by S.F. 
Glatfelter who relates the construction of a " Ho lstein " 
barn by his ancestors in York County. 36 H .W. Kriebel, 
the editor commenting at the end of this article, makes 
the point that the Ho lstein barn is an architectural 
product of northern Germany, and is constructed of 
wood and tone like our so-called bank barns. He 
cite Glatfelter' s synonymous use of H o lstein barn 
and bank barn and questions this fusion of mean
ing . Thi i an old article ( 1908) and no references 
are provided. everthele, based o n thi s reference, 
Bastian uggest the possi bility of a north German 
model for the Pennsylvania Barn . The possibility of a 
north German connection i further reenforced by Allen 
Noble, who after citi ng the Bastian article, applies 
the name Pomeranian barn to those Penn ylvania Barns 
in Ohio which utilize columns to upport the forebay. J7 

In light of these po sibi lities, I have attempted to 
locate other source which show a north German source 
for the o rigin of the forebay. Klaus Thiede has written 
evera l books on German folk architecture. 1 shall 

cite Deutsche Bauernhiiuser which i richly illustrated 
with photograph of house and barns. 38 One of these 
type ca lled a vorlaubenhaus is de cribed by Theide 
a origina ll y bei ng common in Prussia, Brandenburg 
and Pomerania. Vorlaub tran lated mean frontbower. 

The hou e pictured do have a gable end overhang 
or laube which i supported by wooden posts and 
which provide protection for the entrance. One varia
tion ha a large gable-like upported vorlaub exten
ing away from the long axis of the hou e and erving as 
a speicher or granary. It may be coincidental that 
the forebay of many Penn ylvania Barns al 0 houses 
the granary . The e are intere ting clue - not con
clu ive, but they do reveal po ible connection be
tween Pennsylvania, Wi con in, and northern European 
barns. 

The Ba tian article plu statement by other scholar 
to be cited later point up the intere ting fact of Penn-
ylvania Barn di tribution in di tant and di junct 

location with potential bearing on the origin problem. 
1, therefore, undertook to do my own field urvey in 
Wi con in in July of 1980. Tran ect acros Marathon 
and Lincoln countie confirmed Ba tian's ob ervation 
as reported . Thi region, roughly twenty by twenty 
mile between Wau au and Merrill, i mall but intense. 
Almo t one hundred percent of barn here have up
ported and arcaded forebay. Mo t were built after 
1900 and there appear to have been no direct contact 
between the e farmer and Penn ylvania. A reported, 
Ba tian con ider the imilarity to re ult from indepen
dent evolution. My in pection revealed trong imil-



antJes to Pennsylvania Barns in framing, hardware, 
and internal morphology . 

Interviewing farmers, J learned that many of the e 
barns were built by professional barn builders who were 
literate and knowledgeable about barn plans. A strong 
possibility exists that these builders were aware of the 
Penn ylvania Barn ' s potential as a multiple purpo e 
structure and introduced it into this area of Wisconsin . 

A north German connection for some other Wi con
si n barn is demonstrated by the display in the Ger
manic a rea of Old World Wisconsi n, an outdoor 
museum near Eagle, Wisconsi n, dedicated to preserva
tion of the ethnic heritage of the settlers of that state. 
Preserved in this section are houses and barns relocated 
from the original Germanic area of southeastern Wis
consin: Ozaukee, Dodge, Washington, and Jefferson 
counties. Some are half-timbered structures which 
were rare in the older Germanic settlements of Pennsyl
vania . 

Two hal f-ti mbered " Pomerania n" barns in the ex
hibit are surprisingly similar to Pennsylvania Barns 
in that they have shallow, three-foot cantilevered over
hanging upper levels protecting the stable doors. The 
internal arrangement of these barns, however, i not 
like that of Pennsylvania Barns, nor are they banked 
structures. The Germanic settlers who built them 
arrived in the 1850's and presumably replicated the 
barn of their native Pomerania. 

Mark Knipping, Director of Research and Interpre
tation at Old World Wisconsin, has researched the 
origins of these particular barn structures and has 
done field work in Germany . Although unable to gain 
entrance to Pomerania in East Germany, he was able 
to utilize the important work of Dietrich Schafer who 
in 1906, published a detailed illustrated account of 
Germanic vernacular architecture entitled, Das Bauern
haus im Deutschen Reiche und in seinen Grenzgebieten. 39 

From this source, he has been able to document identi
cal barns in northern East Germany, thus verifying 
a direct prototype. 
According to Knipping, the barns in what had been 
Pomerania were built in the early 1800's by people who 
were newly arrived having emigrated from the region 
around Salzburg, Austria . This dating is obviously 
too late to sustain any connection between these barns 
and the eighteenth century forebay barns Qf Pennsylvania. 
The intriguing possibility is a potential link between 
the original homeland of nineteenth century settlers in 
Pomerania and the Alpine Germanic origin of many 
settlers in early Pennsylvania. Coincidentally, the 
same Germanic area of southeastern Wisconsin has a 
scattered distribution of Pennsylvania Barns which are 
very similar to those in Marathon and Lincoln counties. 

The meanings, causes and potential relationships of 
these patterns and their possible connections with Penn
sylvania have received little attention from scholars 
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and ha e not been oned out. The ear h for the origin 
of the foreba barn in Penn I ania, hich i the 
primary concern of thi paper, ill now be dire ted 
to urope. The onl ay to demon trate a direct 
tran fer of the forebay barn to Penn yl ania would 
be to do extensi e field ork in urope to locate 
antecedent and prototype. This earch ill be docu
mented in the following ection of thi report. 
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LOOKING FOR THE EUROPEAN CONNECTION 
In the literature which I have just reviewed, there are 

numerous statements about the European background 
of Pennsylvania Barns which reveal strong differences 
of opinion with respect to the possibility of a direct 
European prototype. Even those who come closest to 
accepting this position do not go so far as to precisely 
define a specific region of origin and identify or 
defend a particular barn as the prototype. The reason 
is that field surveys in Europe specifically designed 
to search out these possibilities have never been done. 

My own searches for a European predecessor or proto
type were carried out in the summer and fall of 1975 
and the summer of 1978. The general plan was to run 
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tran ect acros tho e places of origin of the Germanic 
ettier who arrived in Pennsylvania during the early and 

middle 1700' and record the location and for m of 
farm tructures there. The first trip was a broad over
view of Germanic Europe to estab lish some sense of 
general location for any barn structure which may have 
contributed to the Pennsylvania Barn . The econd 
trip zeroed in for a detailed look at the barn region 
with the hope of identifying a core area which cou ld be 
defended a a probable ource area for the Pennsylvania 
Barn form. 

The Middle Rhine Valley 
The German who settled in Pennsylvania came from 

a broad zone in central Europe ranging from Moravia, 
Au tria, Switzerland, and Bavaria, north to Schleswig
Hoi tein and we t to the Rhine Valley. It i thi latter 
region, AI ace, Lorraine, Baden, Palatinate: the middle 
Rhine Valley, where mo t ettler originated. Refugee 
might be a better name for them, for the zone became 
a buffer eparating Prote tant and Roman Catholics 
following the end of the Thirty Year War in 1648 and 
continued to be an arena for religiou and political 
conflict for the next one hundred year .4 0 

The majority of Penn ylvania Germans eem to have 
come from, or pa sed through, this conflict zone en 
route from Central Europe to a New World refuge 
in Pennsylvania with it cheap land and open immi
gration policies. Between 1727 and 1775, at least three 
hundred and forty-two ships arrived in Philadelphia 
carrying German settlers and supplying lists of passenger 
names, their occupations, and place of departure 
(usual ly listed as Palatinate) which explains the common 
practice of calling Pennsylvania Germans "Palatine .'''' 

It was through all these areas that my field survey 
was routed. The middle Rhine Valley, the Palatinate 
and neighboring Alsace were the logical first places 
to stop in light of the above brief review of Pennsylvania 
German backgrounds. Although a part of France to
day, Alsace, like the Palatinate is part of a Germanic 
Europe culture region and along with the Palatinate 
was involved in the religious-political strife which 
resulted in the out-migration of refugees to early 
Pennsylvania. 

This belt just west of the Rhine River, from Kommern 
in the Eifel Upland south of Cologne, to the Swiss
French border west of Basel, was traversed by everal 
north-south east-west transects utilizing secondary roads 
which connect small market towns and passed through 
a rural agricultural countryside with numerous medieval 
farming villages. Old structures predominate through
out the region as is the case in much of rural Europe. 
Masonry and Half-timbering construction techniques 
abound . The use of steep roofs with the "kick" or 
break in slope near the eaves, the embellishment of 
gables with one or more pep.£roofs, and the short, 
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cantilevered overhanging second floor of early houses 
are typical medieval techniqu e.s common in this region. 
Settlements like the walled town of Riquewihr in Alsace 
and Rhodt in the Palatinate are typical wine vi llages 
of the fertile Middle Rhine floodplain. They exhibit 
all of the above-mentioned architectural techniques. 

The surpri si ng thing is that nowhere throughout 
this region are there barns utilizing a forebay type 
form! The closest any structure comes to having a 
foreba y is the canti levered overhanging second floor 
on some earlier dwellings. One can be deceived by the 
occasional use of frame storage bays added under the 
overhanging roofs of barns in some vi llages. At 
first glance, they resemble a forebay and my initial 
reaction was that a possible prototype had been located . 
This euphoria was brief, for close examination revealed 
a "false forebay" which had recently been added to 
an early barn to give extra storage space above the 
ground and was frequently filled with firewood. 

False jorebay, Village oj Lorenzen, France, near the 
border with the German Palatinale. 1978. 

One of the place where many barns had been so 
modified wa located just ten miles from the German 
border near Saare-Union in Al ace. There in the 
farming villages of Deimeringen and Lorenzen were 
numerou example of " false forebays" . I cite these 
specifically as a personal note. My own ancestors 
came from these two village and En mingers are living 
there today . The hou e and barns are early, dated 
back to the 17th and 18th centurie ; early enough for 
the immigrants to Pennsylvania to have known this 
form. The forebay-like additions date into the 20th 
century; much too late to have had any connection 
with the early forebay barn of Pennsylvania. 

The form of the barns in the middle Rhine Valley 
is fairly uniform . They are basically ground barn 
(grundscheier) with high steep roof providing ample 
hay storage above the thre hing floor and animal 



Grundscheier attached to a dwelling, Frankish Court arrangement, German PalatinaTe. 1978. 

quarters. They are not two level barns and they do not Learned and Wertenbaker focus on this belt running 
have forebays. They are usually attached to the resi- from the Black Forest across Switzerland and into 
dence either in parallel fashion lining the street of the Austria . 
village or are set at right angles or parallel to the resi
dence across a barnyard court which is usually enclosed 
by a large gate providing access to the village street. 
The second plan is known as the Frankish Court 
and predominates in middle and lower Rhine Valley. 

In an earlier reference Alan Keyser has compared 
these barns to the grundscheier of Pennsylvania and 
finds them to be virtually identical in form. A logi
cal assumption is that A1sace and the Palatinate ex
ported the grundscheier, if not the forebay, to early 
Pennsylvania along with the thousands of refugee it 
contributed. An outdoor museum of early vernacular 
architecture is located near the town of Kommern in 
the Eifel Upland. Here can be found several excellent 
examples of 17th century farmsteads whose grundscheiern 
show the closeness in form to those in Pennsylvania. 

When the origins of the Pennsylvania Germans 
are analyzed, we find that they are composed of two 
ethnic stems: the Franks and the A1emanni. The major 
conclusion at this early stage of the field survey was 
that Germanic peoples tracing back to Frankish origin 
and coming chiefly from the Palatinate and Alsace 
imported the grundscheier to Pennsylvania where the 
enclosed court was eliminated by moving apart the barn 
and house and rotating their axes so that they paralleled 
the road . The field search for a forebay prototype 
necessarily would now be focused on the homelands 
of A1emanni who occupy the Alpine backbone of 
Central Europe. Previously reported statements by both 

Sixteenth century Folkhouse, Outdoor Museum at Gu
tach, Black Forest, Germany . 1975. 

The Black Forest 
Across the Rhine from A1sace and the Palatinate 

in Baden- Wtirtemberg, the Black Forest uplift rises 
abruptly from the fertile flood plain. Rural settlement 
patterns change almost as abruptly. Small farmjng 
villages nestle in narrow valleys, forest land predominates, 
and isolated farmsteads become more numerous. The 
most striking changes are architectural. Large farm
steads with dwelling, stable, and storage under one 
roof predominate. Built of heavy planks and boards, 
set at right angles to the axis of the hills, and using 
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multiple levels to accomodate stable, storage, and resi
dence functions, these impressive, steep, hip-roofed 
einheithaus ( ingle roofed unit farmsteads or house 
barns) structures look like huge arks docking against 
the mountainside. A fine assemblage of early Black 
Fore t buildings dating back to the 16th century has 
been preserved or reassembled at the outdoor museum 
at Gutach in the central Black Forest. This museum, 
like the one at Kommern and others in Belgium and 
the Netherlands, is dedicated to the preservation of 
folk housing and reveal a committment to protecting 
the national heritage that we in the United States have 
just begun to pursue. 

Wertenbaker lists the Black Forest as one of the places 
in which to seek the ancestry of the Pennsylvania Barn. 
The early forms here contain elements found in Pennsyl
vania Barn but Dot in the combination that would make 
them direct prototypes. Overhanging roofs and balconies 
could be later modified into forebays in Pennsylvania 
as some writers have suggested. However, this has 
not occurred in the Black Forest where the overhanging 
roof continues to be used as a standard method of 
protection especially on bams. Ramps and banks leading 
to the loft or attic are a standard solution for second 
floor access in Black Forest farmsteads and in Pennsyl
vania Barns. This solution applies to many barns 
throughout Alpine Europe including the French Alps, 
Jura and Vosges Mountains, Central Massif and Pyrenees 
in France. The balcony tradition applies to virtually 
the same area. 

Folkhouses in many parts of Europe including those 
places which did not contribute people to Pennsylvania 
utilize elements which seem to show some connections 
to Pennsylvania Barns. This broad usage of common 
elements may result from evolution and selection of 
those forms which best satisfy agricultural needs in 
Alpine Europe. They mayor may not have been carried 
by Germanic settlers to Pennsylvania and then combined 
into a new and apprpriate form. What is certain is 
that in those places thus far surveyed, there are DO 

direct prototypes of the Pennsylvania Barn. 
Emmenthal 

This statement also applies to northern and western 
Switzerland which was a prime contributor to the popu
luation of early Pennsylvania. During the 18th century, 
many Swiss Protestants including Mennonites and Amish 
being expelled because of religious persecution, boarded 
boats on the Rhine at Basel and journeyed to Rotterdam 
to find transport to Pennsylvania . 42 

Emmenthal (V.alley of the Emma River), in Canton 
Bern, home of the Amish, should provide a logical 
sample location to study early Swiss farm structures. 
Individual, isolated, einheithaus farmsteads are the rule 
in this rolling countryside. They have the reputation 
of being the largest and finest in the country. Wood 
plank and heavy board construction is the rule and today 
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red tile roofs have replaced the original thatch. Steep 
overhanging roofs protect' sides and front where 
pentroofs or balconies embellish the living quarters . 
The roof overhang extends back protecting the stable 
doors on the ground floor behind the living quarters. 
Large, covered ramps provide access to the loft and usually 
enter on the long side rather than at the rear of the 
building. 

The loft which extends over the stable and residence 
is of the "double decker" form; the wagon platform 
reached by the access ramp is suspended above the lower 
floor of the loft and can be filled with hay by dumping 
down from above before being filled to the roof. 
This form provides a huge hay storage area which can 
be filled largely by gravity with minimum effort. It is 
interesting to note that some of the larger and later 
Pennsylvania Barns (1800-1850) in Chester County also
utilize a double decker form.' ) 

Swiss Alpine Folk
house, Emmen
thai, Canton Bern, 
Switzerland. The 
stairway leads into 
the balcony. 1975. 
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Balconies are usually found flanking the residence 
section on the sides of the structure protected by the 
roof overhand. An interesting feature is the use of an 
outside stairway leading from the ground to this balcony. 
There occurs in some of the barns of Lehigh, Berks, 
Lebanon, and Lancaster counties an outside stairway 
from the stable access to the forebay. This practice 
could indicate connections between Emmenthal and 
Pennsylvania and possible imply that forebays evolved 
from balconies. 

Balconies are used on other buildings of the farmstead 
complex in Emmenthal. A second small house, the 
stockli, modeled after the main building is located 
nearby. This "grandparent house" provides for re
tiring parents when the next generation family takes 
over active operation of the farm. A speicher or 



Speicher, Emmenthal, Canton Bern, Switzerland. 1975. 

granary is a lso included in the fa rmstead complex. 
This small two and a half story structure, like the others, 
has a steep roof protecting balconies on sides and front. 
Outside staircases connect the front balcony to the 
ground floor and provide access to the second floor 
room which is lined with bins where grain is stored . 
Large wrought iron locks secure the contents of this 
building . 

Because of cool Alpine summers, grai ns have 
difficulty maturing and when harvested are afforded 
the special protection of the speicher. The idea of a 
separate granary is found through Western Europe. 
In Canton Bern, the tradition can be traced back to the 
sixteenth century. Balconies, forebay-like overhangs, 
wrought iron hinges, and geometric designs si milar 
to our late "hex" signs have all been recorded on 
early speichers here. 44 Thus the various farm structures 
of Emmenthal collectively utilize some of the elements 
which are found in the Pennsylvania Barn but do not 
manifest themselves in the form of a complete forebay 
barn prototype. 

Austria and Slovenia 
Wertenbaker points out that the great peasant house 

barns of Alpine Europe have much in common since 
they are mountain structures suited to steep slopes, 
biting winds, and heavy snows. As has been noted 
previously, he states that the Upper Bavarian house 
has the closest affinity of all to the Pennsylvania Barn 
and its form continues from Upper Bavaria to the Valley 
of the Inn, thence through Voralberg to Bern . If 
one examines the morphology of this structure, his rea
sons become apparent. The residence located in front 
rises two stories to the loft under the protective 
overhanging eaves of the roof. A second floor balcony 
U's around the residence but ends at the storage space 
of the barn section of the structure . 

On the rear or barn end, antile ered beam upport 
a hallov. framed 0 erhang \\ hich pro\ ide extra torage 
and protect the table door belo\\ in t pi al foreba 
tyle . Thi foreba -like 0 erhang i a framed-in e ten
ion of the balconie and likewi e i located on both 
ide of the tructure. The loft of the barn e tion i 

entered b a ramp u ually located at the gable end, but 
ometime along the ide of the barn. If one were to 

disconnect the hou e from thi latter ariation of the 
Ba arian- u trian house barn, the form would be strikingly 
close to that of the Penn yl ania Barn ! 

The tructure ju t de cribed i common in the Tirol 
of Au tria. It con truction utilize masonry wall for 
the ground floor which upport the beams and heavy 
squared log and frame uperstructure. Variation of 

rirolean A lpine Folkh 0 use, Austria, with a jorebay
like projection over the stable. 1978. 

this style continue into the East Tirol and neighboring 
Carinthia. Balconies sometimes appear only at the gable 
end of the house with a forebay at the opposite or 
barn gable end . There are small log field barns in 
the high valleys east of Innsbruck with shallow forebay 
gables and eaves. There are also occasional full-sized 
barns separate from the house which have the over
hanging loft on four sides with upper vertical sides 
gently sloping outward before engaging the eaves. 

All of these aforementioned structures employ some 
form of shallow forebay-like arrangement three to six 
feet wide and come close to qualifying as prototype 
forebay barns. The distribution of forebay utilizing 
structures thins out near the Austrian-Yugoslavian border 
but does carry across into northern Slovenia into the 
northernmost valleys of the Julian Alps. In this region 
which was Germanized by settlement as early as the 19th 
century, forebay barns built with log or stone basements 
supporting the frame superstructure comprise about one
half of all barns here. Although usually separate from 
the house , they are sometimes attached at the gable 
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end. In orne examples, the forebay is replaced by a 
partly open barn balcony . Houses have much the same 
form , but always have a balcony . 

The u e of an outside stairway leading to the forebay 
remini cent of some Pennsylvania Barns is also quite 
common. Some barns have forebays on either side with 
gable-end ramp like the hou e barns of the Tirol. 
My field work ha thus verified the region of forebay 
type exten ion used on barns and house barns in those 
places reported by Wertenbaker. I have found this distri
bution actually to extend into southern Austria and 
Northern Slovenia. 

Whether or not the e structures could be the direct 
prototype of the Pennsylvania Barn is que tionable 
but remain a po ibility . Although orne people pro
bably came to Penn ylvania from these place , they are 
not noted for contributing large numbers of ettlers 
to the colony . 
Central and Eastern Switzerland 

One part of the Germanic Alpine belt which come 
within the broader European zone of contribution to 
early Pennsylvania ettlement i yet to be reviewed . 
The family photograph cited at the beginning of thi 
report revealed a forebay form from somewhere in 
Switzerland. I shall focu now on a detailed urvey 
of the central and ea tern part of thi country not pre
viously considered in thi article. 

Preliminary field work in 1975 erved to establish 
a very general region acro northern Switzerland 
from Luzern to Lichtenstein in which forebay barn 
are found. Thi i the Swi Plateau, a rolling upland 
everal thou and feet above ea level but with slopes 

and valleys conducive to agriculture. Situated north of 
the high Alpine range and paralleling a belt of large 
glacial lakes most of which drain into the Rhine 
River, this region which includes Emmenthal is the most 
useful and acce sible part of the country and has 
always held the majority of the population. In 1978, I 
carried out detailed field surveys here to refine boundaries 
and identify a possible core area of forebay barns. I 
soon found that they are numerou and that they occur 
in a variety of forms with discrete distributions. 

The first type to be discussed occur in northea tern 
Switzerland, in Canton St. Gallen and Appenzell, es
pecially south of the town of Appenzell. The form is 
that of a ground barn consisting of a wagon shed 
beside the stable with a loft above. These are modest 
structures about sixty feet long with heavy framing 
and vertical boards, which can house the ten to fifteen 
dairy cattle of a small mountain farm. Some barns are 
connected to the house at right angles or along the 
long axis but many are completely separate. All have 
a small supported or arcaded forebay which in most 
cases faces the manure pile behind the barn. 

The forebay does not always carry completely across 
this side of the bam but is interrupted where the wagon 
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Grundscheier with jorebay near Nesslau, Canton St. 
Gallen, Switzerland. 1978. 

section starts . Large wagon doors just beyond have 
counterparts on the front side of the barn. The main 
entrance to the barn stable on the front side is 
located in the center of this section several feet from 
the front wagon doors. When the wagon floor is 
centrally located, the forebay is divided into two sections 
by the wagon doors which extend to the eaves. This 
arrangement permits loaded hay wagons to be driven 
inside and unloaded by hand up into the loft on either 
one or both ides. The forebay space serves to enlarge 
the open loft providing additional storage and is supported 
by cantilevering the loft beams outward. In other 
words, the e forebays are an integral part of the 
barn frame and plan. They are not an addition or 
afterthought. 

The location of the forebay on the back side of 
this type of barn is interesting and somewhat confusing. 
There may be a connection between manure removal 
and overhead protection. In the Pennsylvania Barn, 
manure is al 0 removed under the forebay and into the 
barnyard, however, this is usually the only access for 
both cattle and manure removal since the other sides are 
frequently below ground level. An outlier of similar 
forebay ground barns is located fifty kilometers to the 
northea t ju t acro s the border in the Bregenzer 
Valley of Voralberg, Au tria. Barns here differ slightly 
in that they are frequently larger and are always 
attached to the house with the forebay usually on the 
front side. Both of these areas are tributary to the 
Rhine Valley and therefore acce ible to early migration 
routes. 

In a previously cited article, Henry Glas ie examined 
early double crib barns of south-central Pennsylvania 
some of which have forebays.4s Photographs of these 
barns show a close resemblance in external morphology 
to those in St. Gallen and Appenzell. Internal layouts 



are also comparable. He includes a photograph which 
he de cribes as a wiss antecedent of the double crib 
barn . Th is barn , which has small foreba ys , clo ely 
resembles the Pennsylvania grou nd barns in his anicle 
and was photographed near Appenzell . From this 
comparison of photographs, Glas ie seems to imply that 
earl y Pennsylvania double-crib gro und barns with fore
bays come directl y from this part of Switzerland . In 
the same paragraph , he reitera tes his belief tha t the full 
Pennsylvania Bam evolved in the new world by combining 
numerous old world traditions. The suggestion of 
direct importation of a ground barn fo rebay seems to be 
a concess ion which is not consistent wi th his standard 
contention that evolution produced the forebay two and a 
half story full Pennsylvania Barn. 

To the west of St. Gallen in the Forest Cantons, 
Glaru , Schwyz, Uri, and Unterwalden, foreba y barns 
are numerous almost as far as Luzern. In the flat 
valley land and higher meadows adjacent to Walensee and 
Obersee, and especially in the countryside surrounding 
the city of Schwyz, large two and a half story forebay 
barns most often occur in villages, though sometimes 
on isolated farmsteads. They have stone basements 
and frame superstructures with gable end ramps leading 
to a high wagon floor from which hay can be un
loaded down to the main loft, double-decker fashion. 
Many barns exceed one hundred feet in length with a 
large forebay overhang of ten to twelve feet to protect 
the stable entrance and manure exit. These extensive 
forebays are necessarily supported by a line of posts 
which are sometimes arcaded by framing. There is 
frequently a forebay of equivalent dimension on the 
opposite side producing a balanced gable end con
figuration . 

• ..,,;Jr- r • 

Swiss Forebay mountain barn in Gersau, near Lucerne, 
Switzerland. 1975. 

The barn is usually eparate from the hou e . 
With prominent forebays, large dimensions, and detached 
arrangement, these barns have an external morphology 
which is very close to that of the fully developed 
Pennsylvania Barn. The basement stable con ists of 
stalls for dairy cattle in rows extending in from the 
stable doors . The entire second floor is reserved for 
hay storage. There are no granary partitions as are 
frequently found in the forebay of a Pennsylvania 
barn. 

The two level forebay barn tradition of this section 
extends into the adjacent mountains and high tributary 
valleys. Barns here utilize log construction and are 
much smaller than those in flatter lowlands. They are 
also placed parallel to the slopes and this banking 

Swiss Forebay barn near Schwyz, Central Switzerland. 1975. 
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result in access to the loft on the side oppo ite the 
forebay, Pennsylvania tyle. One good example of this 
"mountain forebay" type is the Lin th Valley north 
and outh of the town of Glaru. Settlers from thi 
Canton arrived in what is now Gret:n ounty, Wi con in, 
in 1845. Forebay barns are found here in the surrounding 
country ide today. 

Settlers who had left Pennsylvania a l 0 ettled orne
what earlier in the arne area according to hi torian 
Richard W. E. Perrin. 46 He feel that the forebay 
barn tradition arrived with the earlier Penn ylvania 
group rather than arriving directly from Canton Glarus. 
I am not 0 ure. Mo t of the barn of Green County 
reveal form which al 0 occur near Glarus and the sur
rounding Fore t Canton of witzerland. Nearly all of 
the e Wi con in barn are banked tructure. Many 
have pentroof to protect the barnyard access remini cent 
of the overhanging eaves of wi barn. orne have 
forebay and also utilize a partially covered ramp and 
bridge leading to the loft which i bridged by a u pend
ed wagon floor, double decker style. Thi arrangement 
i common in the larger forebay barn of eastern 
Switzerland. 

The Swis ettlers brought and pre erved until the 
present a distinctive culture including the wi -German 
dialect which is sti ll poken in ew Glaru today. The 
possible direct importation of a forebay barn to thi 
part of Wi con in icon i tent with the practice of 
other European culture groups and may erve a a more 
recent example of what had happened in early Pennsyl
vania. 

Near the town of Buch ju t we t of Lichtenstein 
is another group of interesting early barns. They are 
unusual in that the ramp to the loft enters on the 

"Bank into Forebay" barn in Buchs, eastern Switzer
land. 1978. 
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forebay side! They have all the other features of some 
older Pennsylvania Barns including an outside stairway 
leading up to the forebay and double doors for the stables. 
The seco nd floor consists of a threshing floor separated 
by log pen lofts. These lofts have large access openings 
on the sides facing the threshing floor identical to 
tho e in eighteenth century Pennsylvania Barns. In
tere ti ngly enough, several barns in upper Bucks 
Cou nty near Bedminster have the same bank-into-fore
bay arrangement. Even if there are no specific verifiable 
connections in this case, the existence of another fore
bay barn var iety in both Pennsylvania and Switzerland 
add more circumstantial evidence to support the thesis 
of a direct Eu ropean prototype for the Pennsylvania 
Barn. 

Log pen lofts in the bank into fo rebay barn, Buchs, 
Switzerland. 1978. 

Cultural-architectural pattern can change quickly in 
European etting where complex hi tory, geographical 
in ulation, and strong traditions produce a kaleide cope 
of landscape often within short distances . In Switzer
land , thi applie to barns and all types of folk archi
tecture. The magnificent hou e-barn of Emmenthal 
ha already been described in thi report. 

Barely 10 kilometers to the ea t in the valley of 
the Little Emme, there occur an important and eli tinctive 
di tribution of forebay barn. Thi area , known a 
Entlebuch, i we t of Luzern and eparated by a eli tance 
of 30 kilometer from the Fore t Canton forebay barn 
region. In Entlebuch, a urvey along route 10 howed 
the majority of barn to have forebays. Some barn 
were attached to the house in the traditional ways, 
but the larger and later ones were nearly alway 
separate. The large t of the e, more than one hundred 
fifty feet long, are stone and frame two and a half to 



Entlebuch, Canton Lucerne, Switzerland: large two-rampjorebay barn. 1978. 

three and a half story "double deckers" needing twin 
ramp access to the loft. Two wagon floors reach across 
and completely around the cavernous loft to the fore
bay which itself is large enough to store much farm 
equipment and is lighted by large dormers. 

On the lower side of the barn, the forebay projects 
twenty to twenty-five feet permitting an additional large 
space where equipment and wood may be stored. This 
massive forebay is supported by up to eight heavy wood 
columns. The under forebay space is high enough to 
add a balcony beneath the enclo ed part which is secured 
by connecting the columns with a bannister . Barns of 
this type are the largest I have seen on either side of 
the Atlantic. They date to the middle nineteenth 

Entlebuch, Canton Lucerne, Switzerland: large sup
portedjorebay and balcony. 1978. 

century and even then could accommodate dairy hera:. 
of one hundred cattle. 

Most forebay barns in Entlebuch are smaller, older 
and closely resemble traditional Pennsylvania Barns in 
morphology and size. Some, just as in Pennsylvania, 
have a ground floor wagon entrance under the forebay 
dividing the stable area. Shallow side forebays and 
gable end forebays are not uncommon . In this latter 
style, the ramp is located on the opposite gable end. 
This important barn region between Bern and Zurich 
lies within that section of Protestant Switzerland 
which exported large numbers of people to Pennsylvania 
during the 18th century qualifying it as a prime possibility 
for the prototype core area." 

Entlebuch jorebay barn with wagon shed in basement. 
1978. 
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One fi nal region to be considered Lies in Canton 
Graubunden in easternmost Switzerland. Known as 
Pratigau, the region follows the valley of the Landquart 
River which joins the Rhine south of Lichtenstein. 
There, between the town of Grusch and K1osters, 
occur the dense t distribution of forebay barns on the 
continent. Some occur in compact farm villages, but 
most are on isolated farmsteads. The majority of barns 
are eparate from the house. Some are semi-detached 
being just a few feet from the house and appear to 
have been connected at a later time. 

Nearly all barn are situated on steep slopes thus 
providing access to the loft on the high bank side. 
The forebay always faces down hill with the drop in 
slope being the prime orienting factor. Forebay barns in 
Pratigau are numerous and densely distributed . Within 
a distance of twenty-five kilometer , several thousand 
can be noted along the va lley floor and in high meadows 
and tributary va lleys where they comprise virtually 
all barn structures. 

Priiligau, Canton Graubunden, Switzerland: log jore
bay barn. 1978. 

The barns of Pratigau compare most consistently to 
those of Pennsylvania. All are two level barns having 
rear bank or ramp access opposite a cantilevered 
forebay. Log construction for the entire barn is most 
common although stone was sometimes used for the 
basement which has several rows of cattle stalls leading 
back from the doors. The loft consists of a wagon 
floor with one or two adjacent log pen mows depending 
on the size of the barn. Large openings in the log 
pens facing the wagon floor permit unloading of hay. 

The wagon or threshing floor leads into the separate 
forebay partition which is also framed in log and canti
levered eight to ten feet beyond the stable doors. 
A stairway nearby always leads from the forebay down 
to the outside of the stable below. The dimensions, 
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Priitigau, Canton Graubunden, Switzerland: barn 
showing stairway intojorebay. 1978. 

morphology and internal arrangement of these barns is 
virtually identical to the smaller log forebay barns of 
18th century Pennsylvania. Many barns in this region 
were built in the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, but some are much earlier. One small 
si ngle pen mountain barn which I photographed exten
sively in the high tributary valley of St. AntOniertal 
was reported by its owner to have been built in 1655. 
This date is questionable but the hand forged latches 
and crude wooden pulls on doors do suggest a very 
old barn. This and other early structures suggest a 
forebay barn tradition that goes back two hundred to 
three hundred years to an early enough era to have 
been well known by people who emigrated and possibly 
came to Pennsylvania . In light of the evidence just 

Priitigau, Canton Graubunden, Switzerland: St. An
tonien Mountain barn, possibly seventeenth century. 
1978. 
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cited, Pratigau also qualifies as a prime candidate to 
be considered as the core area for the European 
prototype of the Pennsylvania Barn. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
It is obvious that throughout this report, I have been 

operating with a premise or bias that the Pennsylvania 
Barn has direct European prototypes. My review of 
the literature reveals that this is not the position taken 
by recent scholars. I have attempted to fmd weaknesses 
in their logic, hoping that my own research and field 
work would support my premise. I believe the evidence 
I have reported points strongly in this direction. Let 
me finish by summarizing and listing the important 
points and thereby go on record with my conclusions. 

1. A strong precedent has already been established 
for several early American barns having direct European 
prototypes . 

2. The forebay form on barns appeared in Pennsyl
vania in the early 18th century as contemporaneous 
with other early first generation barns. Previously 
cited statements by Heyl, Glassie, and Henry Kauffman's 
picture attest to this. Alan Keyser, who has examined 
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Fore boy Cor e Are a s 

~ E nIle bu ch 
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more early Pennsylvania barns than probably any other 
person has told me of examples he has seen of the 
cantilevered forebay form on very early barns (1730's-
40's) in Adams and Berks counties. 

I recently acquired a photograph of an early canti
levered forebay log barn. This photograph appeared 
in an article published by the Reading Eagle newspaper 
on May 3, 1915. The article describes and compares 
three barns in the hamlet of Basket near Oley in Berks 
County, Pennsylvania. The date ascribed to the early 
cantilevered log barn is 1747. Also pictured is a stone 
Sweitzer barn built in 1783, and a frame forebay barn 
completed in 1914. This article demonstrates the con
tinuity of the forebay form from the early eighteenth 
to the twentieth century. More significantly, it pro
vides documentation for the very early (1747) appearance 
of the forebay form during the period of initial settle
ment. 

The above-evidence favors prior knowledge of the 
forebay form during the period of early settlement when 
that knowledge would carry back to a European 
homeland . 

3. The fully developed cantilevered forebay bank barn 
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Early Pennsylvania forebay barn, about 1747, near the village of Basket, vicinity of Oley, Berks County, PA . 

(Sweitzer barn) also appeared quite early and was 
contemporaneous with most of the ground barns it 
supposedly evolved from. Several pictures in Dornbusch 
and Heyl 's Pennsylvania German Barns show Type G 
barns dating in the 1750's . Their most convincing 
picture on page 123 shows the large Isaac Long barn 
north of Lancaster which is dated 1754. I have 
seen a similar barn in the Monroe Valley, Lebanon 
County, believed to have been built in 1747. This 
structure contains two large log pen lofts completely 
surrounded by an outer frame which includes the forebay. 

4. The early usage of the term Sweitzer meaning 
Swiss was always applied to the two level, canti
levered forebay, bank barn. The obvious implication 
is a Swiss origin for this type of barn . 

5. I have already shown that the logic of the "evolution
ists" may contain flaws. 

6. The best evidence is revealed by the field survey . 
There does exist a broad Germanic Alpine zone which 
contains early folkhousing and barns which utilize some 
of the elements found in the Pennsylvania Barn. 
Within this zone, several definable regions occur where 
forebay forms are found on barn structures. 

7. One of these extends from Upper Bavaria across 
central Austria to northern Slovenia. Many of the 
examples are connected house-barn structures with 
balconies becoming forebays at the barn end. Some, 
however, are separate and with forebays strongly 
resembling Pennsylvania Barns. 

8. The main forebay barn region occurs in central 
and eastern Switzerland extending from Canton Bern 
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to Canton Graubunden. Within this region occurs a 
great variety of forebay barn forms including bank 
barns with forebays which appear to be direct prototypes 
of the Penn ylvania Barn . 

9. Two sections within the Swiss region appear to be 
strong potential core areas which could contain direct 
prototypes of the Pennsylvania Barn . Entlebuch in 
Canton Luzern contains barns which are morphologically 
very similar but for which early traditions have not 
been established. This was, however, a Protestant 
region which exported refugees to Pennsylvania which 
was largely settled by Protestants. 

10. Pratigau, in Canton Graubunden, displays the 
densest forebay barn distribution, the largest popu
lation of forebay barns, and has barns which are 
closest in morphology especially to early log Pennsyl
vania Barns. It also has a tradition of forebay barns 
going back 400 years. Dr. Jerosh Brockmann in his 
book, Schweizer Bauernhaus, devotes one chapter to 
farmhouses in Pratigau and Appenzell. 48 In it, he 
pictures and describes the forebay barns that I have 
also reported. His text makes special note of the vor
schutz or forebay, the stairway to the forebay, the 
double loft separated by the wagon floor, the rear ramp, 
and the fact that feeds, grain, and straw were stored in 
the loft. Most important, he cites a reference from an 
early Swiss yearbook of agriculture, Landwirtschaftlich 
lahrbuch der Schweiz 9 Band (volume 9), 1895, in 
which two early forebay barns in St. Antoniertal are 
identified with the dates, 1583 and 1576. This is the 
same valley where I also located a very early barn! 



These dates document an early tradition for the fore 
bay barn there. Based on this evidence, Pr~iligau 

seems the most defensi ble core area in witzerland LO 
contai n prototypes of the Pennsylvania Barn. 

CRITI CISM, DEFENSE A 0 CO CLUDI G 
STATEMENT 

There is one legitimate criticism in naming this region 
which must in fairness be reported. It is the general 
lack of precise genealogical records which direct ly 
connect the Forest Cantons and Pratigau with early 
Pennsylvania. Some critics have stated that these 
primarily Catholic cantons did not export people to the 
New World . Circumstantial evidence may coun ter 
these criticisms. 

The region historically has been the least prosperous 
and during times of religious, political, and economic 
hardship has exported refugees to surrounding lands 
and to America . This was particularly true during the 
one hundred and fifty year period following the end of 
the Thirty Year War in 1648. 

Shipping lists, parish lists, and documents precisely 
locate villages and churches in Alsace, the Palatinate, 
Cantons Bern and Zurich which sent people to Pennsyl
vania. In the opinion of Dr. Leo Schelbert, Swiss
American specialist in the history of Swiss emigration, 
in many cases these are not necessarily the primary 
villages of origin. 49 He further states that Swiss emigra
tion is not always tied to general religious-regional 
patterns. These patterns were actually quite complex 
with religious differences occuring from village to village. 
Graubi.inden, for example, had a mixed pattern: some 
villages Catholic while others were Reformed. Cells of 
Mennonites were found here, too, for religious preference 
was an individual matter . 

Periods of conflict and economic stress would set in 
motion migration streams displacing certain population 
components toward refuges in neighboring areas. Even
tually, many of these people reached Pennsylvania. 
In the opinion of Leo Schelbert, they could have come 
from various parts of Switzerland even though the 
documents show only the last European place of residence. 
Oscar Kuhns had stated in 1901 that the Swiss origin 
of many Pennsylvania names translated back to village 
of origin. lo He cited numerous examples including the 
names Urner from Canton Uri, and Diefenbach from 
Tiefenbach also in Uri. This Forest Canton has 
numerous forebay barns thus at least suggesting a direct 
connection between Pennsylvania settlers and a Swiss 
forebay source region. 

Robert H . Billigmeier in his book, A Crisis in Swiss 
Pluralism, provides an account of the ethnic and religious 
changes which occured in Canton Graubi.inden since 
the fifteenth century.ll He points out that most moun
tain settlements in Graubi.inden lost populations from the 
fifteenth through the nineteenth centuries because of 

religious, political, and economic pre ure and a grow
ing awareness of opportunitie el e\ here in witzerland 
and abroad. Thi teady draining off of population, 
plu the fact that Prote tants tended to lea e their 

illage more frequentl than did atholic, led LO a 
significant change in the proportion of each religiou 
group. 12 These tatements reinforce other e idence we 
ha e considered . n early mi ed Prote tant-Catholic 
population existed in Graubi.inden and a steady emigra
tion of Protestants is asknowledged. The pre ent large 
Catholic majority is therefore not a good reason to 
disqualify Graubi.inden as a ource or emigration to earl 
Pennsyl ania. In tead, this very emigration was 
necessary to produce the present Catholic predominance. 

Albert Faust searched Swiss archives for the names 
and origins of Swiss emigrants LO America in the 
eighteenth century. He translated, compiled and pub
li shed these lists which provide excellent insights into 
all aspects of these migrations. The archives of Zurich, 
Bern , and Basel are intact and identify the names and 
home villages of thousands of emigrants. References 
to the Forest CanLOns and Graubi.inden provide 
additional evidence linking those areas of Switzerland 
with forebay barn traditions to early Pennsylvania. 
Faust states that the Cantons of Aargau , Solothurn , 
and especially Graubi.inden furnished a quota of emi
grants during the eighteenth century though the records 
have been lost. 

There was also emigration from Luzern (Entlebuch is 
in Luzern) and the Forest Cantons even though the 
latter Catholic area contributed smaller numbers than 
did the Protestant cantons. l) Among the other cantons 
whose archives contain most evidence of emigration 
are Aargau, Schaffhausen, Solothurn, and Graubi.inden. 
This area sent out at least 2500 people in the eleven
year period 1734-1744 which was the high tide of 
Swiss emigration to America. H An interesting bit of 
evidence cited by Faust concerns a report made by a 
financial agent who handled emigrants en route to 
America by way of London. In March of 1735, he 
complained about the distressing condition of the Swiss 
especially from Bern, Zurich, and Graubunden. B 

The above discussion reveals that scholars of Swiss 
history and migration accept the fact of a broad 
pattern of Swiss emigration to Pennsylvania involving 
virtually all parts of the country . Continued research 
should be done to verify these general ties with precise 
data directly connecting the Forest Cantons, Appenzell, 
St. Gallen, Entlebuch and Pratigau with early Pennsyl
vania. Nevertheless, the overall weight of the geo
graphical and morphological testimony plus inferrential 
evidence involving Swiss migration is strong enough 
to build a good case for the original premise: that 
the Pennsylvania Barn has direct European prototypes 
found in core areas of Switzerland which I have identi
fied. 
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on this pla te could have provided Mark Knipping with his prototype 
clue. It shows a farmhouse with two adjacent stables. Both have 
shallow forebays and half timbered framing si milar to the true 
Pomeranian barns of southeastern Wisconsi n. 

Scholars of Germanic folk architecture attempting to document 
early structures will find this work indispensable. It does demonstrate 
that forebay-like forms do occur on unbanked house-barns in various 
locations throughout ethnic-Germanic central Europe. Scattered 
exceptions do not, however, negate my conclusions about European 
prototypes of the fully developed Pennsylvania Barn which are set 
forth at the end of this paper. 
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POSTSCRIPT 

J9My search for the forebay barn in southern Central 
Europe was aided and inspired by the European field 
research of Professor Robert F. Ensminger, whose paper, 
"European Antecedents of Pennsylvania Barns," was 
read at the annual meeting of the Pioneer America 
Society at Aurora, Ohio, October 1, 1977. To my 
knowledge, his paper remains unpublished. No other 
American scholar has ever documented the presence of 
forebay barns in Europe. Instead, the Pennsylvania 
forebay has been linked, wrongly, to features of Central 
European house architecture. 

-Terry G. Jordan, "AJpine AJemannic; and American 
Log Architecture," Annals of the Association of 
American Geographers, Vol. 70, No.2 (June 1980) p. 168 

Thus in a footnote to his most recent article in the 
Annals, does Terry G. Jordan signally salute the path
finding research of Robert F. Ensminger. Indeed this 
very article includes, as we go to press, material 

which n mi nger \ ould have liked to incorpora te into 
the foregoi ng pages. Bu t deadline are like that ; e en 
data as ignificant as tha t ho n by Jordan , \ hich 
would requ ire addenda to se eral port ion of thi paper , 
cou ld not here be accomodated. Mo t fortunatel y 
fo r the author and for his thesis , Jordan and En minger 
reach ery compatible conclusions . Roben F. Ensminger, 
faced with that kind of limitation, does wish to call 
special atten tion b: thi mean , rather than merely 
adding a hasty footnote expan ion, the ti me-honored 
way of solvi ng that puzzle of ju t-under-the wire data. 

Dr . Jordan did indeed hear Ensminger pre ent his 
paper, "European Antecedents of Pennsylvania Barns," 
at the Pioneer America Society meeting in Aurora in 
1977. Ensminger i grat ified that Jordan credits th is 
foray as "first documenta tion by an American scholar 
of fo rebay barns in Europe." The reader will appreciate 
that any such radically different explanation will receive 
a chilly reception in higher elevations of scholarly 
circles. For standing by his thesis, in short, Ensminger 
took his lumps. 

But there is more to the story than those simple 
facts . Robert Ensminger had first read this paper to a 
meeting of the Pennsylvania Council for Geographic 
Education in June ]976, following his initial trip to 
Europe. In that first talk, he revealed a potential 
source area for Pennsylvania Barils by photographically 
documenting numerous forebay barns in the Forest 
Cantons of Switzerland . In addition, he based further 
suggestion on reference from Swiss sources, that an 
early source region ought theoretically to exist in Canton 
Graubunden. In the summer of 1978 he did indeed go 
to Graubunden to carry out the necessary extensive 
field work to verify that possibility. By chance, Terry 
G. Jordan was in central Europe at that very time for 
his study of log architecture. 

Jordan 's research necessarily involved an examination 
of barns across central Europe. He has thus seen and 
documented forebay barns in the same general region 
as did Ensminger, and so reported in his article. Jordan 
has likewise focused attention on the log forebay barns 
of Pratigau in Graubunden . His conclusions, no sur
prise then to the reader, concerning Pennsylvania Barn 
antecedents, are very, very similar, indeed, virtually 
identical, to those of Ensminger. As historical, folk 
cultural proof, the fact that two independent researchers 
working without consultation, came up almost simul
taneously with nearly identical conclusions offers us a 
classical example. Obviously it is satisfying to Robert 
F. Ensminger. Ever the scholar, however, he points 
out that the lasting result is that it serves to strengthen 
and to reinforce the validity of his conclusions. 

-W. T. Parsons, EDITOR 
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Figure J: The Hamic barn, northeast elevation. Photo 1979 by the author. 

A FOREBAY BANK BARN IN TEXAS 
by Terry G. Jordan 

The traditional cultural landscape of rural America 
provides occasional architectural surprises, in the form 
of anomalous structures far removed spatially from the 
major regional clusters of their own kind . Such dis
placed buildings often raise annoying problems concerning 
cultural diffusion and disrupt the best-conceived classifi
cations of culture regions. The temptation to ignore 
them, to permit their atypicality to disqualify them 
from attention, is strong. Yet there they stand, begging 
for interpretation. I confess to a fondness for these 
maverick buildings; they keep us honest and humble . 
And, if we persist, they can teach us something. 
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An excellent case in point is provided by a certain 
Central Texas barn that displays several major Pennsyl
vania German form elements (Figure 1). I happened 
upon this barn in the summer of 1979 and was so 
impressed that I braved the lightning bolts of rapidly
approaching June thunderstorms to undertake an im
mediate inspection. It stands on the Hamic family 
farm in Chalk Mountain community, Erath County, 
in the midst of a hilly region I have previously called 
the "Texan Appalachia" (Figure 2). ' George E. Hamic, 
Jr., lives here with his wife on land that has been 
in the family for a century. The barn is theirs, both 



TEXAS 

" NO . 

CONCENTRATIO",S OF THE 
"PENNSYLVANIA BAR • 
WITH FIIREBAY 

FOREBAYS OBSERVED 
OUTSIDE CONCENTRATIONS 
OF 'PE NSYLVANIA BARNS" 

Figure 2: Distribution of bank and forebay barns in eastern North America, together with 
the known ancestral migrations of the builders of the Hamic barn. Based upon my own 
field observations and upon the writings of Henry Glassie, Peter M. Ennals, Eric Arthur, 
Dudley Witney, Robert W. Bastian, Hubert G. H. Wilhelm, Peter 0. Wacker, Joseph William 
Glass, Susanne S. Ridlen, Allen G. Noble, Wayne E. Kiefer, Alvar W. Carlson, William 
Lynwood Montell and Donald A. Hutslar. 

by title deed and ancestry, and they know it is something 
fine (Figure 3). Friendly and decent people, they hos
pitably welcomed me to their place and patiently 
answered questions about the barn and their ancestors. 
When I returned several months later to make additional 
observations and measurements, I was once again 
cordially received. 

The three features of the Hamic barn most reminiscent 
of Pennsylvania and, at the same time, highly anomalous 
in Texas are (I) the two-level fioorplan, (2) the banked 
ramp entrance to the upper level, and (3) the projecting 
forebay on the barnyard side of the structure (Figure 4).2 
So closely are these three elements linked with the Key
stone State that the appellation "Pennsylvania Barn" 
is normally used in describing structures possessing this 
complex of traits. In America, multilevel forebay bank 
barns are most common in southeastern Pennsylvania 
and in certain other districts, such as the Shenandoah 
Valley, eastern Ohio, and central Ontario, settled directly 
by migrating "Dutch" (Figure 2). Some specimens 

Figure 3: George E. Hamic, Jr., stands by the bank 
entrance to the barn his grandfather, Thomas Jeffer
son Hamic, and some neighbors built in 1918. Photo 
1979 by the author. 
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appear in individual counties and townships as far 
afield as Indiana, Iowa, Wisconsin, and East Tennessee, 
but the nearest known Midwestern examples of fore
bay bank barns stand at least 800 miles distant from 
George Hamic's farm. 3 Even more remote lies the 
heartland of such barns in southeastern Pennsylvania, 
over 1,200 miles from Central Texas. 

THE BANKED ENTRANCE 

George Hamic calls his bank entrance a "driveway." 
The sparsely cobblestoned earthern ramp begins over 
forty feet out in the adjacent yard, slopes gently 
upward at an average pitch of less that six degrees to 
a gable side entrance, and continues as a sloped, 

Figure 5: East Elevation of 
the Hamic barn, looking up 
the ramp. Photo 1979 by 
the author. 
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wooden-floored ramp inside the barn until finally 
reaching the height of the upper level some ten feet 
inside the building (Figures 5 and 6). The total sur
face length of the ramp is just under sixty feet. While 
most barns in Pennsylvania have the bank located 
centrally on an eave side, examples of gable-end ramps 
occasionally occur there, and in the Midwest as well. 4 

In Central Europe, many barns and combined house
barns in the black Forest and Swiss Alpine Foreland 
display gable-end bank entrances almost identical to the 
one on the Hamic structure, even to the detail of 
continuing the ramp along a wooden floor inside the doors 
(Figure 7). A good example can be seen in the open
air folk museum at Gutach in the Black Forest. 



Figure 8: orthwest elevation of (he Hamic barn, 
showing the forebay, to the right, and the partiall)
hipped gambrel roof. The large opening in (he lower 
level lacks a door. Photo 1979 by the author. 

Figure 6: orth side of 
the bank, Hamic barn . 

• Photo 1979 by the au
thor. 

George Harnic says his grandfather, Thomas Jefferson 
Hamic, and some neighbors built the bank barn in 
1918 and, remarkably, that it is the third such structure 
to stand on the site. The first barn, built in the 
early 1880's soon after the Hamics settled at Chalk 
Mountain, was destroyed about 1897 and its replacement 
met a similar fate in a 1918 tornado. George Hamic 
declares that one, and possible both, of these predecessor 
barns had two banked entrances, a trait occasionally 
encountered in Pennsylvania and the Midwest. S In 
most other respects, though, each successive barn was 
patterned after its predecessor, according to Mr. Harnic. 
The present barn is much like its 1880's prototype. 

THE FOREBA Y AND ROOF 
On the south side, adjacent to the fenced barnyard, 

the upper level of the Hamic barn projects about 
eleven feet outward to form a forebay (Figures 4 and 
8). Support for the forebay is provided by seven cedar 

Figure 7: Barn in the Swiss Hamlet of Fahrni: 
Canton Bern. Note the gable-end bank and the par
tially-hipped roof. The overhanging eave closely re
sembles a forebay. This hamlet is reputedly the an
cestral home of some eighteenth-century Pennsylvania 
German emigrants. Photo 1978 by the author. 

Uuniper) posts, cut on the lopes of nearby Chalk 
Mountain, and no cantilevering is employed (Figure 9) . 
A minority of Pennsylvanian and Midwestern forebays 
are similarly supported by posts or pillars. 6 George 
Hamic knows no particular word to describe the pro
jection on his barn, and he ne er heard the terms 
"forebay, " " vorbau, " or " overshoot. " 

The Hamic forebay departs from " Dutch" tradition 
by extending all the way out to a low eave rather 
than being truncated by a vertical wall. Similarly, 
the roof also extends to a low eave on the opposite 
side from the forebay. As a result, the entire upper 
level takes on the appearance of an attic, and the multi
level height of the barn is not readily apparent from 
either eave side. 

Originally shingled but now covered with ridged 
sheet metal , the massive roof is in the shape of 
symmetrical, partially-hipped gambrel, a type known in 
German Europe (Figure 8). Partially-hipped, or jerkin
head, gabels occur frequently on barns in the Bernese 
section of the Alpine Foreland (Figure 7). I have seen 
the gambrel roof on a few forebay bams in Pennsylvania 
and the Shenandoah Valley, but never partial hipping. 
Pennsylvania Dutch barns, instead, typically have full 
gables and two unbroken roof pitches. 7 In this respect, 
the Hamic barn displays greater similarity to European 
forms than to those of Pennsylvania, posing a perplexing 
question of diffusion. 

Figure 9: Beneath the forebay of the Hamic 
barn, viewed from the barnyard. Note the cedar 

Photo 1979 by the author. 
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FLOORPLAN AND DIMENSIONS 
Though the Hamic barn fits the Pennsylvania two

level floorplan pattern, it is somewhat smaller than the 
average Dutch barn . In exterior dimensions, the 
structure measures fifty-eight feet, eight inches in 
length by thirty-nine feet, four inches in width, excludjng 
the forebay. Still, these dimensions match almost 
exactly a sixty foor by forty foot stone Dutch barn 
observed in Cass County, Indiana .8 Moreover, many 
barns reported in 1798 Pennsylvania tax records measured 
fifty to sixty feet in length . 9 

The lower level of the Hamic barn is accessible 
through two wide, doorless gable-end openings. (Figure 
4) . A smaller entrance, equipped with a board slat 
gate, leads out to the sheltered area beneath the forebay 
eave and on beyond into the barnyard . Six small, 
glassless and shutterless windows of va ried width are 
cut into the same wall. In the Pennsylvania barn, the 
lower level is normally devoted to stables for horses 
and cattle, but in the Hamic barn , granarie and 
feed bins occupy much of the floor space and stables 
are altogether lacking. 'o Conceivably, the board-walled 
granarie could have once been stables, but George 
Hamic think not. Even so, the lower level clearly 
has major u e related to live tock. A milking pen and 
chicken coop, enclo ed by wire net, are situated here, 
as is a feed trough. The perpetually-open, broad 
entrance on the east and west ends permit cattle 
to drift in and out of the barn at will. When a cold 
Texas " norther" is blowing, the stock no doubt seek 
refuge in the earthen-floored open space of the lower 
level, but the mild winters permit cattle to graze out
of-doors all year round. Beneath the forebay on the 
barnyard side are more troughs, above which metal 
rings are attached to the exterior of the stone wall, 
clearly revealing this sheltered space to be a primary 
feeding area for horses and milk cows. 

As in Pennsylvania , the upper level of the Hamic 
barn centers on a large threshing floor, directly be
neath the ridgepole of the roof (Figure 4) . A sizable 
hay mow, considering the mildness of the climate, 
occupies the entire north side of the upper level, 
separated from the threshing floor by a board partition 
above five feet high . Farm implements and machinery 
are housed in the forebay section. A large opening 
in the east gable end accomodates the ramp entrance, 
and only a barbed-wire "gap" gate is present to close 
off this driveway. 

In one respect, the Hamic floorplan differs funda
mentally from that of the typical Pennsylvania barn. 
No trace of the reputedly ancestral double-crib plan 
can be detected on either level, and the gable end 
entrances act to divide the Hamic barn longitudinally 
along the axis of the ridgepole rather than laterally, 
in the manner of a double-crib. " As a result, the in
ternal layout of the Hamic barn, though arranged in 
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Figure 10: Stone wall on the north side of the Hamic 
barn. The "mountain mud" mortar has weathered 
out, leaving essentially a dry rock wall. Photo 1979 
by the author. 

two levels, is not what the typical Pennsylvania farmer 
would expect. 

THE WALLS 
In common with many Pennsylvanian and Midwestern 

barns, the Hamic structure boasts fine stonemasonry 
walls on the lower level (Figure 10). 12 Two feet thick 
and built of soft fossiliferous limestone cut from 
adjacent Chalk Mountajn, the walls ~ere originally 
mortared with " mountain mud," to use George Harnic's 
term. Analysis revealed this cement to be colluvial 
debris weathered from the limestone surfaces of the near
by hillside. ') Most of the original mortar has weathered 
away in the sixty-year lifespan of the barn, leaving 
behind, essentially, dry stone walls. George Harnic has, 
from time to time, daubed commercial cement into 
some of the spaces between stones to prevent structural 
decay and weakness. 

The stone walls are low, reaching a height of only 
seven feet, eight inches at the northeast corner of the 
barn . The masonry work does not extend up into the 
gables . Instead, framed walls covered with vertical 
boards form the two gable walls of the upper level, and 
the low eaves make second-story side walls unnecessary. 
Similar vertical boards appear on the upper level of 
many Pennsylvania barns . 14 

THE BUILDERS AND THEIR ANCESTRY 
All three of the barns that have occupied the Chalk 

Mountain site were built by Thomas Jefferson Harnic 
(1845-1928), with the help and advice of various 
neighbors and relatives, in particular David Butchee, 
John Renner, Sam O'Neal, and Levi Anderson . The e 
builders were rather representative of the Erath County 
population at large. The inhabitants of the county, 
then and now, are almost exclusively old- tock Anglo
Americans, derived largely from the Ozark-Ouachita 
mountain districts of Arkansas and Missouri, and from 
the southern Appalachians and inner Gulf Coastal 



Plain. " in 1930 only two hundred sixteen black, 
fifty-two Hispanics, and three hundred and eight per
sons of uropean birth or paremage were numbered 
among rath's 21 ,000 inhabitants. '6 

Local surnames reflect the mixture of nglish, Celtic, 
and German stock so typical of the highland outh 
and, ultimately, Pennsylvania. ot a few of the coun
try' s families have some measure of Pennsylvania 
Dutch ancestry. Tombstones in Chalk Mountajn cem
etery and other nearby graveyards reveal such German 
names as Stigler, Roden, Shoffner, Renner , Butchee, 
and aden. The population census manu cripts for 1880 
contain , for the Chalk Mountain area, "Dutch" 
names like Meisenheimer, Snell, Koonsman, Funk, 
Rucks, Gross, Mers, Hughart, Rucker, Reeder, and 
Weddle, among others. '7 Indeed, a migrating Pennsyl
vania Dutchman would have found Erath's wide, grassy 
limestone valleys and wooded hills comfortably familiar. 

Hamic may also be a Teutonic surname, since George 
Harruc declares that some of ills ancestors were "Dutch." 
One is tempted to link Hamic with German-Swiss 
place names such a Hamikon or Handegg. Thomas 
Jefferson Hamic' s Kentuckian mother was by birth a 
Brock. The ancestral Hamic line has been traced back 
through the Arkansas Ouachitas to early nineteenth
century Georgia, and a link to Pennsylvania by way 
of the Great Valley is certrunly possible (Figure 2). 

The majn problem involved in postulating diffusion 
of the Pennsylvania barn tradition by way of the 
Hamic-Brock lines is that the people of this lineage 
do not seem to have built multilevel forebay bank 
barns along the migratory path to Central Texas. 
Where are the Pennsylvania barns of the Ouachitas 
and highland Georgia? Even Kentucky, so proximate 
to the Dutch culture hearth, apparently boasts very 
few such barns. How, then, could an ancestral build
ing idea have lajn dormant during several rrugrations 
by successive generations of people and suddently re
vive in Texas? Perhaps the flaw lies in an inadequate 
knowledge of traditional southern barns. Or perhaps 
the Hamic barn owes other, rather different cultural 
debts. 

The family line of Mrs. George Harruc may reveal 
the answer. She, too, is partly "Dutch" in ancestry, 
as for example her great-great-grandparents, the 
Browns, how, according to oral tradition passed down 
in the family, Anglicized their name from Bronn. 
More promising, though, is her paternal "black Dutch" 
grandfather, David Butchee (*ca. 1828 + ca . 1902). 
Butchee is known to have provided considerable assis
tance to Thomas Jefferson Hamic in the construction 
of the first two barns on the Chalk Mountain site 
and may have been influential in their design. At 
first glance, Butchee's migration hjstory looks un
promlSlng. Born in Alabama, he resided in Mississippi 
during the 1860's before coming to Texas. A closer 

100 , howe er, re eals that But hee' father "as of wi 
birth.' The famil name, po ibl originall But hi, 
rna be connected to the village of But h ..... il in an
ton l. Gallen . 

The Ham ic barn, then, i eemingl the produ t 
either of a remarkably per i tent, almo t ubliminal 
Penn yl ania Dutch heritage or a more direct conne -
tion to German \ itzerland . In either ca e, the tru -
LUre, anomalous though it be, rai e intere ting que -
tion about the antecedence of merican barn t pe 
and the proce ses of cultural diffu ion. tudent of 
Texas and Pennsylvania folk architecture will ignore it 
only at their peril. 
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THE SWISS BANK HOUSE REVISITED: 
THE MESSERSCHMIDT-DIETZ CABIN 

Me.sserschmidt- Dietz House 

INTRODUCTION 
During the earliest settlement of Pennsylvania, ettlers 

from various backgrounds converged . Initially they 
produced houses according to traditions of their coun
tries of origin. These were "folk buildings", which 
followed well established rules of form .) In particular, 
the early houses of European settlers echoed medieval 
designs established centuries earlier. 2 Cross-fertiliza
tion developed from this juxtaposition of diverse forms, 
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and regional styles quickly emerged, leaving surviving 
earlier buildings as rare examples of the seeds of this 
progression. By 1760, this process wa well under way 
in Eastern Pennsylvania. 

Two early building types associated with the Penn
sylvania Germans will concern us, the Continental 
Central Chimney House, 3 and the Swi Bank House,' 
as they compare to an early log hou e in York 
County, the Messer chmidt-Dietz Cabin. 



TH SW ISS BA K H O S 
Robert . Bucher described his obser ation on a 

variant early Pennsylvania house lype, which had a di -
linct cenlral European feeling, yet was organized in a 
different arrangement lhan seen in the common early 
Germanic lype, the ontinenLal entraJ Chimney house. i 
Some of his examples were of known ownership by 
ea rl y settlers from wilzerland . He was able lO find 
references to such variant organization in Richard 
Weiss's text on the development of wiss archilecture, 
Hauser und Landschaften der Schweiz. 6 This strength
ened his impression that these Pennsylvania buildings 
represented a traditional Swiss form. Characteristic
a lly, in Bucher 's Pennsylvania examples, such a house 
was built in a hillside, with the lowest level partly 
buried at one end . Inside, at that level, one fi nds a 
cold cellar at the ba nk end, a kitchen at the other, 
with a food processi ng area between (arbeits-raum) . 
Upstairs there is a living room , heated by a fire
place, two bedrooms and, optionally, a hall. These 
two levels seem to have often had an inside stair to 
connect them, whi le there is a characteristic stone 
staircase (freitreppe) outside, leading directely from the 
upper doorway to the lower one. ' Similar houses 
are found in Switzerland, according to Weiss, among 
the Weinbauern culture, winemakers and disti llers of 
Roman stock. 8 

THE MESSERSCHMIDT-DIETZ CABIN 
The earliest European settlement in York County 

(then a part of Lancaster County) occurred by 1728 . 
Formal granting of warrants for settlement along the 
Kreutz Creek, in Hellam Township, began in 1732. 
By 1736, there were at least fifty families residing in 
this area; 9 most were from Switzerland or the Pal
atinate. Several buildings survive which seem to be from 
the earliest period , with strong Germanic features. 
The Messerschmidt-Dietz Cabin appears to be the 
earliest surviving log house, and was probably built 
in the 1730's. Records of early warrants are lost, and 
the earliest surviving warrant dates to 1747, in the name 
of Johan Henerick Mes erschmidt. Johan, and his wife 
Elizabeth, arrived in Philadelphia on the Pink John
son, on September 18, 1732. 10 There is strong evidence 
that they occupied the Messerschmidt-Dietz farm by 
1742, but they were not yet there in 1736. Investi
gation has not yet revealed country of origin or the 
course of their early years in Pennsylvania . Their 
farm had a highly desirable combination of stream 
frontage, pasture, and level tillable acreage, so it would 
have been an early choice for settlement. Early settlers 
on at least two adjacent farms may have been Swiss: 
Henry Schmidt and Phillip Amendt. Neither of their 
houses survives. 
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Half- timbered 
steep-rooJed Jarm 
housing in outh 
German village 
oj Durrmenz. 
Note secondary 
angle oj rooJ
pitch (kick) just 
at the eaves, like 
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In 1791, after a ucce ion of owner, the hou e 
and it farm wa purcha ed by Johan George Dietz. 
Apparently he immediately dra tically remodeled his 
new dwelling . Hi de cendant retained owner hip un
til 1936. Dietz him elf was the on of onrad "Teets", 
a German who ettled a nearby farm in 1738. the 
house has been known locally a the "Dietz House." 

The hou e is nearly quare, with out ide length of 
32 feet and width of 28 feel. It icon tructed on a 
sloping site 0 that the lowest level lie largely buried 
in the bank, and the second level may be entered 
from the higher side of the slope. Thus, it i a bank 
house. One end of the house is more deeply buried 
than the other. The lowest level has wall of layered 
limestone slabs. Above this foundation wall i a one 
and one-half story log structure with dovetail corner 
notches, a central stone chimney, and a steep roof 
which "kicks," or changes to a shallower angle, at 
the level where it clears the cabin wall. The space 
between logs is filled with the same tone as found 
in the foundation covered with mud, traw and lime 
mortar. 

The basement level was originally divided into a nearly 
square kitchen (kuche) with walk-in cooking fireplace, 
an adjacent rectangular workroom, heated by a five
plate stove serviced through one end of the fireplace, 
and a long narrow cold cellar (keller) which occu
pied the length of the buried gable. There was originally 
a door connecting the workroom to the outside at 
the bottom of the bank. All the floors were apparently 
packed clay. 

The second level was entered by central doorway 
on the north and the south facades, the south requiring 
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a one story ladder, the north several steps. The north 
entrance led into an L-shaped hall. Behind this lay 
a traditional kammer, or master bedroom. Beside these 
two rooms was a stube or living room, square and 
with a small fireplace. The stube was connected to the 
kitchen by an interior sta irway. This room is distinc
tive: it had several walls of wattle and daub construc
tion in a timber frame. The space above the frame 
to the ceiling was closed with stone fill. Examination 
of the types of partitions used suggests that wattled 
walls were specifically meant to insulate a room equipped 
with a hearth. Oak beaded board partitions were else
where considered adequate. 

Two more floors rose above the second forming a 
double attic, as both were under the eaves. These floors 
seem to have been undivided sleeping and storage spaces. 

Portions of the window frames survive, much mu
tilated by efforts at enlargement. Figure 3 shows the 
frame construction, along with the apparent window 
arrangement, a fixed casement at the top and a side
hinged inward-opening casement below. Brumbaugh 
reports, based on his experience, such casements are 
rare. In his book he described, with excitement, the 
finding of such "Swiss casement" windows in a Pennsyl
vania cabin. II 
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The house retaIn early gable co ering of wide 
vertical boards, however there are moni e cut into the 
exterior faces of the gable timber; apparently the e 
received vertical studs on which clapboard were applied, 
in the original construction. ' l 

IL is a bank hou e, with kitchen, cold cellar and 
workroom at the same Ie el, in the bank, and Ii ing 
room and bedroom on the econd Ie el. 0 the e er-
chmidt-Dietz house correspond well to the de crip

tion of the wiss Bank House, gi en by Bucher. 
Most of hi example were of tone exclu i ely, had 
relatively les teep roofs, and had chimney in the 
gable walls rather than centrally . Howe er, hi fir t 
example of this type, the chaeffer Hou e, i LOne with 
central chimney, and he include the Reidt hou e for 
di cussion, with central chimney and of early log 
con truction, predating a nearby 1760 tone house of 
greater size and elegance. The Schaeffer house was ori
gina ll y the property of Jan Meile , son of a wi s immi
grant, who later was a significant member of the Ephrata 
Cloister Community. ') 

In his ear lier paper, Bucher " described the Pott 
cabin, a one and one half story log bank house with 
kitchen and cold cellar in the bank, and with a slube 
(heated by an arched fireplace) over the kitchen. The 
upper doorway led one into a hall, adjacent to the 
stu be. The roof wa steep, and had originally been 
covered with clay tiles. This house, which so strongly 
resembled the Messerschmidt-Dietz cabin, is unfor
tunately no longer standing. 

In contrast, the combination of stone or log con-
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truction, \\ith central chimne , teep roof with ki k, 
and double allic, i t pi al of the ontinental enter 

himne or Rhine aile Hou e. However, in thi 
form ' the hou e it on a nat ite, or mild bank, 
and ha no area underground, or "in the ban .. e ' ept 
for the cold ellar, generall under one half the length 
of the hou e. It hould be mentioned that thi form 
wa utilized by ellier from the German tate and 
from witzerland. Richard ei gi e an 0 erhead 
ie of uch a la out in a wi tone and log hou e, ,6 

and the Han Herr Hou e i a ell kno\ n e ample of 
thi type, in Penn yl ania, built b wi elller. ' 
While the Me er chmidt- Dietz hou e ha a uperficial 
conformity to thi type, the difference eem dramatic . 

The internal arrangement of this house et it off 
from the ontinental tyle. central chimney typ
ically dictate a di vi ion of the Germanic hou e into 
two sides, with a wide room behind the chimney and 
a slender one before the hearth. In the Messerschmidt
Dietz house, a strikingly incomplete di ision occur at 
the second level, in the plane of the fireplace, pro
ducing an odd L-shaped room, and the wider room 
stands in front of the hearth . A fundamentsl ob er
vation of Lawton was that the slube approaches a 
perfect square and lies adjacent to the kitchen. 18 

In our example, one finds the square room over the 
kitchen, rather than adjacent. Bucher's floorplan of 
the Schaeffer hou e shows a similar upstairs layout. '9 

Each of the reference types described above, the 
Continental Central Chimney type in particular, tends 
to have asymmetric placement of door and window 
openings. In contrast, the Messerschmidt-Dietz house 
was built in a tradition of symmetry and balance. 
Despite the seeming lack of utility of opposed door
ways separated by a fireplace stack, the builder placed 
each second level door in mid-facade, flanked by bal
anced windows. The west gable has a balanced pair 
of windows , each of which further balances an ad
jacent facade window, equidistant from the corner. 
The only major discordant note is struck by the offset 
gable location of the doorway to the lower level, 
which is in fact typical of the Swiss Bank Style. Several 
of the Pennsylvania houses described by Bucher do have 
a mid-facade arched opening at the lower level. 

One other measure of the "non-Palatine" style of 
the Messerschmidt-Dietz house is the type and extent 
of early modifications. In an early change, the north 
door to the second level was moved to the eastern 
corner and a window replaced it in the center, making 
the typical Continental Center Chjmney facade of door, 
window, window. In the lower level, the original ex
terior doorway was converted to a window and a new 
doorway inserted, with an accompanying small flanking 
window, to provide a direct door to the outside from 
the kitchen, again in the Palatine style. The second 
level hall was provided with a five-plate stove, convert-
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ing the econd level to a p eudo-continentallayout. 
One doubts that the original form repre ents a sudden 

Penn ylvania invention . Gla ie has commented on 
the tenacity of tradition in the Penn ylvania-Germanic 
cul ture. 2o There was, for example, such a trong de-
ire to maintain the Continental Central himney 

room organization that a p eudo-Georgian hou e was 
adopted, the " Penn ylvania Farmhouse," to allow thi 
organization to urvive well into the 19th century. 
Bucher note that a Swiss Bank ver ion of the Penn
sylvania Farmhou e urvived with equal tenacity. 21 
In York County, one can find a number of early 
nineteenth century bank tyle Penn ylvania Farmhouse 
with basement fireplaces. 
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ARCHITECTURE IN SWITZERLAND 
Weiss demonstrates that, in Switzerland, geographic 

features and climatic conditions have contributed to 
discrete stylistic zones of archi tecture which still are 
readily apparent. 22 For example, bank houses of pure 
horizontal notched log construction are concentrated in 
a homogeneous region along the northern face of the 
alpine ridge, (Nordalpines), while the houses found in 
the band within the alpine ridges are of two adja-
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cent section , a stone kitchen next to a horizontal 
log sleeping compartment and parlor (Gotthardhaus). 

On the other hand, he hows how different cultural 
groups tend to be defined by particular house types; 
one example i the Weinbauern type described by 
Bucher. Tho e found in the Nordalpine region belong 
to herders, who live in large farmhou e during mo t 
of the year . During the ummer month the herder 
drive his animals to the mountain pa ture, or alp, 
and lives in a smaller cabin there. Max Gschwend de
scribes such an alp hut at Ae ch which ha a remarkable 
resemblance to the Me er chmidt-Dietz house. Hi 
photograph how two varietie of inward opening ca e
ment window , one identical to tho e attributed to our 
example. 2) 
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In his book on ordalpines house in the Canton of 

Schwyz, Gschwend shows a similar configuration on a 
larger scale. 24 I n both examples he notes the presence 
of a cheesemaking kitchen in the lowe t level. The 
large log hou es in Schwyz serve as principal resi dence 
for the herders . Like the Aesch alp hut, these build
ings have a symmetric facade, with mid-facade door 
above the fo undation, connected by wooden or stone 
j reilreppe to a lower entrance at the fo undation Ie el. 
T hese lower doors invariab ly are located next to a foun 
dation corner. 

Alp,ne.. LOCj\,ouse. - b",H 1559 - CuVO'S Fi-auenkirc:h 
(aHc.r W 15~ - illu,lrul.o,", ~ - Volkskunde. der 5chwe.iz.) 

These houses have one or two medial chimneys , 
as a rule . Frank gable chimneys are not apparent 
in his photographs. The roof is steep and kicks. 
Weiss illustrates two alpine houses of this general 
type, the central chimney log bank house at Davos
Frauenkirch and the Brother Klaus birthplace at Fltieli . 
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ccording 10 illu trallon in Wei ,Ihe Weinbauern
hau , or \ inlner' hou e, ha a \ery imilar appearan e 
to the large onh alpine hou e in h\\ ' Z, the onl 
ob .. iou difference i the u e of half-limber on tru -
tion rather lhan log. One ee the arne leep roof with 
kick, jrellreppe, mid-fa ade door",a and mmetri 
placement of \\ indo\\ . 2> 

One e ample i 10 aled in Myelin, in the canton of 
Zurich . romantic mighl \ onder if thi i \ here the 
Meilel eilin famil orne from? Ithough the ein
bauernhau lend to be found in midland \ itzer
land and the herder' hou e in the onh Ipine, 
onl 10 mile eparale the hou e at Myelin from tho e 
in ch \ yz. The opportunit for cultural e change i 
ob iou. I n fact, in the pa t, the intner tended to al 0 

be a part-time herder and all around chee emaker. 
ei note that a row-hou e form of einbauern-

hau was u ed in village , built of stone. He how 
the layout of the bank Ie el for one of the e: one 
ees a keller (wine pre ), a keller (cold ce\1ar), an 

arbeilsraum (work room), and a hall with staircase and 
a hearth. It is tantalizing that Weis doe not label 
thi la t room, or di cu it function. 26 The u e of 
stone, in town, wa a mea ure meant to guard 
against the pread of fire . 

Gschwend note that alpine hou es trad itionally had 
low flat roof, with wooden shi ngles weighted down by 
stones. Later when iron became inexpensive in the 
eighteenth centu ry, steeper nai led roofs of di ffe rent 
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con truction became fa hionable. 27 Weiss discusses 
the framing of these roof. Notice that, in this mixed 
con truction, as u ed in the Messerschmidt-Dietz hou e, 
the rafter abut at their ba e against a plate (the 
uppermo t log of each side wall) so that, to provide 
any overhang at all, a false rafter, which Wei s 
call an aussifler mu t carry the roofline further out, 
producing the characteristic kick, called "knick" in 
Switzerland. 28 

Wei s note that teep roof in the Nordalpines 
region often have pent roof , klebdacher, acro s the 
gable. 29 Wei s al 0 comment on corner notches in 
Swis log construction . Traditionally the log end ex
tended beyond a rectangular or emicircular notch. 
Later this overhang wa omitted and the notch wa 
changed to the dovetail form, particularly in the 
Ea tern alp and the neighboring Vorarlberg area of 
Au tria. 30 
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Weiss writes at length of the lifestyle of the North 
alpine herder. He tells how these farmer were ac
customed to having a scattered array of small farm 
buildings, including small stables. 31 One illustration in 
the Geigy Calendar shows one of these building . J2 

Here one sees a boddem barn, a one and one half 
story wooden building with a steep roof that kicks, 
built on a flat site and at one level. 33 A very similar 
barn, of obvious eighteenth century braced-frame con
struction, is found one hundred yards from the Messer
schmidt-Dietz house. Weiss comments that the cheese
making process had a by-product of whey, which was 
most efficiently fed to pigs, which were kept in log 
piggeries. One of these buildings also survives on the 
Messerschmidt-Dietz farmstead. Thus, the Messer
schmidt-Dietz farmstead strikes one as a Northalpine 
herder's settlement. 
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ARCHITECTURE IN THE ALPINE COUNTRIES 
When one takes a broader view, and searches else

where for the elements discussed above, it becomes 
apparent that they are not exclusively Swiss. There are 
complex reasons for the patterns of building styles 
in central Europe, and the patterns are interesti ng . 
One influential aspect is cultural origin. The Ale
manni , a Germanic people, settled the Rhine Valley 
and also spread into midland and Northalpine Switzer
land .34 One finds, for example, mixed Pjelten-sparren 
roof construction in the Alemanruc area. B In contrast, 
the In teralpine and Southalpine areas reflect a Roman 
influence mixed with a Germanic one. 36 The Wein
bauren house is said to be a development of the latter 
cultural group. Colleselli states that, in wine growing 
area of the alpine countries, bank construction was 
used at an early date to provide a wine cellar in 
the bank level. He describes such houses in South 
Tyrol with the living area above the bank level, and 
with a flight of teps leading up to the front door. 
Here he seems to be describing a Weinbauernhaus. 37 

A previously noted, a second influence on style was 
climate and terrain. In this regard it is fascinating 
to see how really localized log construction is in 
central Europe, and how specifically it appears in cer
tain conditions. Briefly, log buildings are found in a 
large area, in Scandinavia, and then in two rather 
small areas, one, the north slope of the Carpathian 
mountains, in Rumania, the other the orth Alpine and 
interalpine areas of Austria and Switzerland, along with 
the Black Forest of Germany. 38 These are areas of 
relatively rugged climate, where evergreen forests 
prevail. 

It appears that the Bank Hou e style developed in 
the alpine areas as an adaptation to the terrain. 39 A 
large tone foundation, ke//ersockel, was required to 
create a level platform. Evenutally the basement level 
was een as a potential torage or work pace. Klopfer, 
writing of German farmhouses, illustrate several ex
amples in the Black Forest, and refer to their Alemanni 
root. Those shown are log or half-timber over a one 
story stone foundation with a stairway to a main 
entrance above the foundation level, a steep roof which 
kicks and medial chimney. 40 

Colleselli shows interior arrangement of West Alpine 
Alemannic houses .41 He refers to a pa age-kitchen 
type, and illu trates a typical Continental Central Chim
ney layout, with kuche, slube and kammer adjacent. 
Likewise Gschwend provides room plan for orth
alpine Swi house that conform to thi model, one 
said to date from the seventeenth century. One of hi 
layout, in a house built in 1680, how an e en
tially Georgian Renai ance plan with center hall 
flanked on each ide by two room. Hi floorplan 
all indicate two fire, one central, the other on one 
gable.· 2 No author ha been found to illu trate a 



second level arrangement as found in the e er
schmidt-Dietz house, although olleselli refer to " Mon
grel" forms, without further elaboration: ) 

OME OT S 0 T H TUBE 
In the eighteenth century, the tube wa considered 

the heart of the living area of a Germanic house and 
served as li ving, dining, and sleeping room." Here in 
Alpine houses, one found a very fixed arrangement, 
called the diagonal system: ' A t one corner of thi 
invariably sq uare room was a heating oven or fire
place, and next to this a wag-on-the-wall clock. An 
adjacent wall contained an elaborate built-in Dutch 
cupboard . The opposite corner contained the dining 
table, nes tled against built-i n benches on both walls of 
the corner. Above this bench one found a crucifix 
in olden times, and now one finds also such things 
as medals and trophies. The stube was alway the 
best illuminated room in the house, with window 
faci ng south towards the light and if possible, a 
panoramic vista. In contrast the kitchen always faced 
the bank, and had few windows. 

Thus the entry room in the bank level of the Messer
schmidt-Dietz house could not have been a true stube, 
because of the door location . The square room above, 
however, meets all the requirements, having an ideal 
dining corner, more windows than any other room and 
a southern exposure which overlooks a pleasant valley. 

In Pennsylvania farmhouses , the spacious square 
country kitchen is a nineteenth century development. 
The kitchen reabsorbed the everyday living functions 
that had been located in the stube. Since the separation 
had occurred. originally to provide a smokeless living 
room, with the invention of the heating stove, the smoke
less cooking stove probably allowed this reversal . 46 

CONCLUSION 
The evidence suggests that the Swiss Bank House 

is a distinct variant form of central-European house. 
There appear to be at least two lines of development: 
in Italian influenced areas, in pursuit of a wine
cellar; and in Alpine areas, as an adaptation to ter
rain. It definitely seems that the Northalpine form was 
a development from a Rhine Valley, half-timber, cen
tral chimney model, and was built almost exclusively 
of logs. What is confusing is that, when one compares 
the Weinbauern type to the Nordalpine, they seem simi
lar despite their alleged differences. Obviously there 
has been considerable cultural exchange to blur sub
stantial distinction between the two . While it appears 
that neither subtype is exclusively Swiss, each one is 
heavily represented in Switzerland. 

Although Bucher thought of this type as having 
living areas in both bank and upper levels, it appears 
to be distinguished by a rigid separation, by levels, 
between work functions in the bank and living func-

tion abo e. The itchen actuall er ed a a \ ork 
area in the e earl hou e ." The 1e er hmidt
Dietz house fit the general pattern de ribed abo e, 
ha ing ob iou Ii ing are , rube, kammer and gang, 
abo e the bank, and \ ork area at the bank Ie el. 
It ha a triking external re emblan e to the particu
lar alp hut at e ch, in the orthalpine area . An 
alpine ubsistence cabin might ell er e a a model 
for a pioneer cabin. 

It eerns plausible to label the M hmidt-Dietz cabin 
a ordalpines herder' hou e, gi en it form, layout, 
and building material. One feel Ie certain whether 
to call Bucher' stone example weinbauern. Gi en the 
similarity of the two subtype, either one could ha e 
inspired a stone ver ion. It is probably be t to retain 
the term, Swiss Bank Hou e, as a unifying concept, to 

de cribe these houses . No more than e eral dozen 
examples survive in Pennsylvania from the first half of 
the eighteenth century. 

The Messerschmidt-Dietz cabin, a recent photograph. 

AFTERWARD: 
THE SURVIVAL OF AN OLD HOUSE 
The Messerschmidt-Dietz cabin is nearly a lone log 

survivor of a rare Germanic-Swiss house type . It is 
intriguing to consider how this survival occurred. 
First, there is no evidence that any house preceded this 
one on its site. What is more remarkable, no house 
replaced it, as the principal dwelling for a 150 acre farm, 
until the year 1900. Then a two story frame dwelling 
was erected nearby. The log cabin remained the resi
dence of the younger generation of owners until 1935. 
Individuals born in the kammer in 1900 are still 
living. The kammer was then still the master bed
room and the kitchen was still in the basement. 
Some time in the period between 1935 and 1950, 
the house became severely infested by termites. When 
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many intact log or tone cabin were being torn down 
in the name of progre , imple affection caused a 
tenant farmer to replace full y ha lf the log wall with 
tud wall. Oi gui ed a the hou e wa under modern 

clapboard, linoleum and ton of pia ter, one could till 
be impre ed by a teep ru ty tanding earn tin roof 
that took a decided kick at the eave, a stone centra l 
chimney with a brick top, a nd wide oak fl oorboard 
in the attic . The author was led to purchase thi 
"dark hor en by Joh n chei n , director of Histo ri c 
York, Inc., a York County pre ervation group. Mr. 

chein had the experience to recognize a wiss Bank 
hou e. He gave continued support a the author took 
rowbar in hand and peeled away two centurie' 

worth of improvement. Along the way, Robert Bucher 
and hi co-enthu iast, Alan Key er, made everal helpful 
vi it. Thi paper i the re ult of two year of 
quinting and crapi ng with a vew of defining the 

o rigina l tructure and planning toward a ympathetic 
re toration. At thi point the hou e eem to have 
pa ed its mo t precariou moment. 

The author i much indeb ted to Ha n Hamm and 
Hannelore chreiber, who helped tran late the foreign 
language publication referred to in the text. 
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PAUL R. WI EAND, 
LEHIGH COUNTY FOLK ARTIST 
by William B. Fetterman 

Paul R. Wieand at his workbench several years ago, preparing wood-block masters fo r block-printing. 

When I lived in the area [of Bally], I used to talk with 
older women . I wanted to know what their life had 
been. One thlng stood out, somethlng forgotten today, 
the ravages of sickness . Scarlet fever, diptheria, pneu
monia, croup, epidemics swept through the area and 
killed many children, and parents mourned, and often 
they, too, fell sick, and families helped on another at 
risk of their own lives . .. . 
These were the shadows. Possibly against them the 
nonplain-sect people threw up a defense of beauty . 
The insides as well as the outsides of their houses 
were filled with color. 

-Fields of Peace - Millen Brand, 1970 

Paul R. Wieand has been the leader of Pennsylvania
German folk culture in Lehigh County for fifty years, 
embracing more areas, with more success, than others 
who have only worked in one area . He was one of the 
founders of Pennsylvania-German dialect drama, pro
ducing, writing, directing, and acting in original plays. 
In addition to stage performances it was Wieand who 
first brought plays to the radio, with a five week 
series in 1937. From 1944 to 1954 he was the popular 
Sabina of the Asseba un Sabina radio team . He has 
also been active in folklore by producing pageants and 
collecting children's games and herb lore. Perhaps his 
most far-reaching influence has been in the visual 
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arts. He has painted in oils, decorated furniture, 
modeled clay, and fashioned jewlery. The greatest 
achievement of his long art career is seen in the many 
greeting cards he designed and cut from linoleum, 
produced for about twenty years, beginning in the early 
1940's. 

Paul R. Wieand was born at Guth's Station on 
March 3, 1907, and except for living in Guthsville 
from 1915 to 1924 (when his father was a tenant 
farmer on the Charles O. Hunsicker farm), he has 
lived his whole life in Guth's Station, just outside 
of Allentown. He graduated from William Allen 
High School in 1926, and after attending Muhlenberg 
College for several years, transferred to Kutztown State 
College, receiving his B.A. in art in 1941. For many 
years he was a school teacher, first teaching all sub
jects, later teaching arts and crafts. His versatility in 
the visual arts encompasses such diverse activities as 
flower arrangements, to block printing, to commercial 
work for The Distlefink Gift Shop and A & B Meats, 
both of Allentown. His skill as a printer was re
cognized by Binney & Smith at an exhibition at Rocke
feller Center in New York City. The success of his 
hand-made block prints is due to his blending of folk
lore, art, and sentiment, all into one organic product. 
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The greeting cards, over eighty in all, are a catalogue 
of major motives found in Pennsylvania-German art. 
Wieand's style is traditional yet unique. His work is 
neither imitation or purely a re-interpretation of the 
past; he employs the best elements of his tradition 
and adapts it according to his medium. Interestingly 
enough, traditional wood-block printing is not the 
inspiration for his cards. Quilts, barn stars, fraktur, 
tole ware, and pottery is the basis of his work. 
The greatest importance of his work lies in the synthesis 
of these diverse art forms, and the timeliness of exe
cution. Wieand realized the need for folk art and 
filled the vacuum with a personal expression within 
this tradition. While others were only interested in 
collecting and interpreting this dying folklore, Wieand 
perpetuated this tradition, and thus infused the tra
ditional art with a new life. His cards speak to a basic 
element of Pennsylvania-German culture, and is ac
cess able to all. 

Historically, Wieand is one of the first artists in 
any culture to seriously use linoleum in block printing, 
beginning in the early 1940's. Linoleum prints only 
gained formal acceptance in established art circles 
when Pablo Picasso did linoleum printing in the 1950's. 
Although a pioneer in technique, he is traditional in 



style. His prints feature smooth curves and brillant 
colors. There is a deliberate economy of space in the 
blending of design and color. There is an attracti ve 
simplicity in his work, direct rather than purely 
prImitive In Its intent. Though he employs traditional 
motives, there is clearly an individualistic style that 
emerges that reveals a modern and sophisticated mind 
embracing the past together with a fresh delight of life 
and nature. Wieand look backward in style but 
forward in technique, and it is this duality that 
gives his work such freshness and vigor within the 
tradition of Pennsylvania-German art-work . 

There is something of the child in his work, his 
designs employing an uninhibited perception of common 
objects. His designs are inspired from many sources. 
A set of bridge tallies came from old quilt patches; 
a set of religious notes employs Protestant symbolism; 

- 'other cards have their origin in painted chests, plates, 
baptisimal certificates, and barn stars. Stylized birds 
and flowers are the most common motives. Occas
ionally there is a human figure, an angel, or a unic.orn, 
but his style of representation tends towards the idealized 
and the abstract, rather than towards purely repre
sentational (i .e. realistic) art. 

Wieand has made 0 er eighty print. There are birth
day cards, anniversary, get well , and birth an nounce
ments, as well as tationery and any occa ion cards. 
Many of his card are set : a series of religiou notes, 
a series of traditional proverbs (i llu trated by Ether 
Scheirer), or a et of family recipe. 

The greatest achievement is found in his Christmas 
cards. There are more than twenty-four Christmas 
cards, which taken together, repre ent the extent of his 
technique and the range of motives. One in a con
temporary style presents the nativity scene in blue 
si lhouette. The majority employ traditional motives 
such as the peacock, parrot, dove, rose, tulip, angels, 
holly, and the Christmas tree. There is folklore not 
only in design, but aloin the written portion of the 
cards. One features a representation of the Belsnickel 
along with an explanation of his role in the old Pennsyl
vania-German Christmas celebration. This card was 
featured by Alfred L. Shoemaker in his book Christmas 
in Pennsylvania (Kutztown: Pennsylvania Folklife 
Society, 1959). Another, perhaps Wieand's most de
licate card, is a dower chest with a collection of 
wishes for the coming year, one side in the dialect, the 
other side in English. 
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It i difficult to say how posterity will measure 
his achievements. Though he has written some fine 
play , the decline of people speaking the dialect may 
well influence later generations to view him as more 
significant as a visual artist and folklori t rather than 
a dramatist and performer. When Wieand began this 
work in the early 1930's, Pennsylvania-German culture 
was in serious decline. Through the diversity of his 
intere ts and the vitality of his personality he was 
able to preserve as well as perpetuate and extend his 
tradition. As Wieand himself says, he is surprised 
that he was able to achieve as much as he did. In 
addition to teaching school and raising a family, enough 
work for most people, his energy found a creative 
outlet that re ulted in a unique contribution to folk 
life and culture. 

Although English is a second language, Paul Wieand 
speaks with a greater eloquence and perception than 
most who speak English as a primary language. His 
comments on folk art and aesthetics are particularly 
valuable, providing a rare first-hand critique by a 
living folk artist on his heritage and value. One thing 
that disturbs him is the fact that most critics can not 
actually do the thing which they judge. 

It is best to let Paul Wieand talk for himself. Thi 
material comes from a) two personal interview , one 
October 1979, one July 1980; b) an undated pamphlet 
issued by the Reading School District on motive 
from the 1940's, and c) various hand-written notes for 
short lectures. 
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AS long as man walks the earth he will be a creative 
thinker and doer. These are qualities inherent in man 
which differentiate him from other forms of animal life. 
Beauty will always mean much to him, but his con
ception of the forms of be(}uty will change. In every 
age men will discuss beauty, often with passion. Let 
the argument never cease, for with its end would come 
a dead grey world. 

We sometimes think the essence of true beauty has 
been lost sight of. Inevitably, the passage of years 
coupled with new social and economic forces combine to 
produce new forms of creative expression, new styles, 
new concepts. Inevitably, too, there are excesses 
in this process. There are people who resist change 
and cling to the traditions of their era. There are others 
who go too far in the opposite direction. Perhaps 
craftsmen are more fortunate than others. They don't 
seem to go so far to the right or left as do many of 
the artists. This may be because they work with 
materials that are solid, and that keeps them on an 
even base. There can be no art without first developing 
some craft. The constant use of clay or fiber, of 
metal or wood, brings craftpersons a sense of the 
eternal truths, a sense of direction and permanence. 
This may be one of the reasons for the great 
interest in and return to craftsmanship by so many. 
They find in the work of their hands with the materials 
provided by nature, a return to the basic essentials of 
creation. 

The Pennsylvania Germans were an art-loving people 



and the art left behind, po e se a peculiar facination, 
on account of the boldne of its decorati e treatment 
and its quality of manly igor through bright color. 
IL shows the artistic instinct among simple-hearted people, 
who in their s truggle for subsistence, had little oppor
tunity for improving their urrounding . 

There were many well educated and e en ari to
cratic settlers in the Pennsyl ania German ountrie, 
but the majority belonged LO the yeoman or farmer 
class. The men who painted decorations did not go 
to art chools. They did not er e as apprentice to 

fini shed draftsmen. They had artistic sensiti ene s 
and a primitive appreciation of color, 0 that in their 
painted flower or figure you find a charm lacking 
in the more sophisticated artwork of the European. 
For these rea on , therefore, the Pennsylvania Germans 
were the on ly peasant folk arti t that flourished in 
America. 

The ear ly craftmen made u e of the material found 
about, givi ng usefullness to natural thing. It is the 
product of their labour that we cherish today . 

From the earth itself: clay into plates, roof-tile, 
dishes, vases, crocks, coin-banks, mugs, ink well , 
ornament, toy, pitchers, fat-lamp, and platters. 

From the surface of the earth: flax into linen, 
samplers, and towels; grai n into straw for thatching 
baskets, hampers, and stuffing for pillows and mattress
es. 

From sheep: wool for ornamental coverlets and fancy 
needlework . 

From the forests: houses , fences, tools , trinket and
candle boxes, dower and blanket chests, dressers and 
cupboards, salt and spice boxes , weather vanes, and 
butter molds. 

From beneath the surface: stone for houses and grave 
stones; iron into stove plates, hardware, trivets, and 
kitchen utensils. 

Raw material from the city: tin into coffeepots, cookie
cutters, pie cupboards, and lanterns. 

From the salvage arts: fragments of cloth into quilts, 
rags into rugs, and also rags into paper which made 
birth and baptismal certificates, song-books, and fracture 
painting. 

The decorative motifs reflect their immemorial fond
ness for color and for the flowers, birds, stars, and 
things about them. The whole family was interested 
in the art of decoration, whether it was father's 
painted barn or mother's pie plate, or daughter's 
dower chest or brother's shaving mug. Their passions 
for flowers had long been one of their notable traits. 
They insisted on color oetdoors and not content with 
the growing flowers and the birds in the outdoors, 
they began to use them on their samplers, stoveplates, 
bedquilts, tinware, and tinseled glass . 

You find the same flowers, birds and animals on 
all manner of pottery like huge milk pans, pitchers, 

basin, diminuti\e to ' , jug, flower pot, ro k , 
platter ,and hee e pot. The) \\ ere u ed on their 
birth, bapti m, and marriage emil at ,on tomb LOn , 
gue t to\\el and other fabri • on the furniture 
the u ed and on the \\agon the ' drove. The did 
not 10 e their fondne for art and olor. It w a 
10 e that per i ted. It made them paint and de orate 
with bright color e erything the u ed in the home a 
well a out of door . 

The mo t popular moti e i the tulip. It folklore 
I e ten i e and orld-wide. It \ a one of their 
fa orite flower and wa u ed not onion a ount 
of it beauty and chara teri tic form, and the ea e 
with which it imple outline could be repre ented, but 
becau e of the a ociation urrounding it, ou eldom 
see a birth or a marriage certificate that doe not con
tain at lea t one tulip orne here . The fuch ia a al 0 

u ed exten i ely. Other flo~ er and foliage \ ere u ed 
but all were con entionalized. 

Birds were popular and were next in fa or to the 
flowers . The pecie intended to be repre ented were 
not 0 readily distingui hable, but the peacock, turtle
dove and oriole were frequently favored. fter the 
signing of the Declaration of Independence, the eagle 
also became prevalent. Ducks, chicken, wans, hor es, 
and deer were occasionally found. Men and women 
are ometimes portrayed, but they are crude and childish . 
We must not measure the work by too high a tandard, 
though, becau e it wa merely hi expres ion, rather 
than the result of training. True art i intuition; 
it is an outlet for thinking . 

Especially important i the love of color, found in 
barns and decorations. Designs are not symbols. 
Symbolism derives from the love of the outdoors. 
The artistic process is many little things movi ng on to 
something else. Art must have good designi ng and 
color which mu t express or show something. Colors 
are a primary expression of truth and values: 

White - symbol of light, chastity, innocence, truth, 
modesty, peace, feminimity, delicacy, sacrifice, and in
ftrmity. White can also be cold, hard, cruel, and some
times be a symbol of mourning. 

Black - opposed to white, expresses gloom, darkness, 
night , death , dread, mystery, horror, terror, evil, crime 
and mourning. 

Grey - one of black and white: serious, less severe 
than black, grey symbolizes humility, melancholy, 
resolution , solemnity, age, penance, badness, mature 
judgment. 

Red - suggests blood, heat, fire, anger, hatred, 
cruelty, murder, tragedy, shame, destruction. Also vi
gor, health, passion. 

Orange - suggests Autumn, harvest, warmth, plenty, 
laughter, contentment. 

Yellow - suggests heat, liveliness, gaiety, gaudi
ness, in some instances also cowardice. 
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Brown - ugge t Autumn , harve t, plenty, warmth, 
contentment, happines . 

Green - ugge t youth, vigor, pring, immaturity, 
contemplation, faith, immortality, peace, olitude, life, 
vi tory, ometime jealou Iy. 

Blu - ymbolize coldnes, mela ncholy, the ea, 
the ky, heaven, hope, con tancy, fidelity, erenity, 
genero ity, intelligence, truth, pirituality, and ari tocracy. 

Violet - adne , quietne , purity, love, enti 
mentality, royalty, wealth. 

Purple - royalty, heroic virtue, ri chne , wealth. 
It i the love of color that give Pennsylvania German 
art it own particular fa cination and charm . 

I don ' t remember Penn ylvania German art when I 
wa growing up. It wa around, but nobody noticed it 
back then . uch obviou example that we take for 
granted today, like barn tar or painted furniture, 
were imply taken for granted. I don't know how 
I got intere ted . I joined the Penn ylvania German 

ociety in the 'thirite ,and aw ome old piece of 
art from 200 year ago. I tried to do thing imilar 
to that, but not to imitate, employing motive in that 
tradition . I never at down and did a thing preci ely. 
I alway did my own method of curving and putting 
thing together. 

John Gen ler wa my fir t teacher at Guth ville. 
till have ome drawing I did when I wa nine. 

Friday afternoon we u ually had a half hour or art. 
Friday afternoon there was alway ome favorite activity 
that the teacher enjoyed and was good at. One teacher 
might have pelling bee, another might have a game 
with hi tory or geography, whatever the individual 
liked . John Gensler did "painting" by u ing rough 
paper with colored chalk or pa tel . He let me do 
more in school then, than any other teacher, even in 
college, later on. 

After high chool (William Allen High chool, 
class of 1926) I began to teach under the Partial 
Elementary Certificate. You had to take ix credit 
every year in order to keep on teaching, 0 I went to 
Muhlenberg College during ummer school, and thi 
way I could teach in the fall. I took cour e at 
Muhlenberg for a few year. One of the e cour e 
wa an Art course, taught by Mi chmirker. It wa 
really a meager course, nothing elaborate. We would 
draw a cube or a quare, some ba ic shape, and form 
a design. At the time I wa working for my Ph.B. 
degree at Muhlenberg for geography and ocial tudies. 
Miss Schmirker begged me, "Paul, you mu twitch 
courses and take art, becau e you have the talent to 
do art work ." Finally, I let my elf be per uaded, 
and went to Kutztown State ollege for a degree in 
art. Kutztown took as many credit they could, but 
I till 10 t thirty- ix credits. In 1941 I graduated from 
Kutztown with a degree in art. 

During this time I wa teaching chool from fall 
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through spring, and taking courses in the summertime. 
I had my fingers in many pots, you might say, 
because I was also doing plays and assembling folklore, 
in addition to rai sing a family . When I was teaching at 
Kratzers School in Lowhill, I set up a program for 
delinquents. The program lasted two or three years. 
I would teach them economy by having them cut out 
de igns from pieces of material. If I told them to 
cut a square, their first impulse was to cut to the middle 
of the material, instead of using the edge. If you are 
not handy with your hands, you are not a craft person. 

rafts and art go together. I had to do many things 
from little on up, to be able to do things, and I 
think maybe that 's how I got the background for 
my artwork. I'm a poor artist in thi s respect. I can't 
tell of art background. Art was what came out of me. 

My art work started by making my first Christmas 
card for my family and friends in the 1930's . This 
wa done in a gelatin duplicating di sh. This was a 
tin pan one and a quarter to one and a half inches 
deep, mea uring eight by twelve inches, filled with a 
firm gelatin. You then took a certain kind of ink and 
wrote on paper, and thi was then laid face down in 
the gelatin. After you rubbed the paper, you lifted 
it off, and had an imprint in the gelatin. This provided 
maybe fifteen to twenty duplications, then you had to 
do it all over again. 

I ent the e type of cards to my friends in the mid
thirtie . People like hand-made things . I printed these 
by hand . Later on I progre sed to block printing. 
Two hundred year ago they used wood blocks. I did 
one called a white-line wood block. Water color is 
applied to pecific area, and thi is good for only one 
impres ion . This i a very tedious method with color. 
I liked linoleum becau e it wa so much easier to 
work with, although linoleum is not traditional in block 
pnnt1l1g. All my cards are printed from linoleum. 
Linoleum came in when they began u ing it on battle 
hip. It wa gray, although later on I used brown, 

and it wa a quarter inch thick . This wa then put on 
a block of wood, and they were cut out together to 
form perfect fitting blocks. I only made two or three 
drawing on paper- after that I would draw a ketch, 
but didn't separate each one by color. I did this 
in tinctively with the seven color I had: with red alone, 
or over the blue or yellow, with blue alone or over the 
red or yellow, and with yellow alone. I never u ed 
green unle I u ed opaque color, becau e with tran -
parent color you get even color out of your three 
primary one. Every card had to have three matched 
blocks in order to get a complete imprint. The mo t 
complicated method I u ed i in my la t card et, a erie 
of religious card. I used block printing with art 
work, and thi wa then reproduced by photo tat. 

Printing card was originally only a hobby of mine. 
One year in the early 1940' Mr. chneck of Melchoir 



and Schneck (a jewelry store in Allentown many years 
ago) saw one of my Christmas cards, and told me, 
"Paul, print some extras up next year, and I' ll sell 
them." Year after year I did a few more, and soon 
was making other cards . Color was instinctive for me. 
In design, any line that has a nice flowing rhythm is 
interesting, leading the eye to a certain point or using 
a certain area of the paper. 

I don't know if my work has any value. I certainly 
didn't think it would havy any influence. People en
joyed it years ago, and I did it because there was interest 
and some demand for it. I had my fingers in many 
pots, doing many things. Still, I didn't do what I 
wanted to do, maybe being an undertaker, because it 's 
a great art taking care of people when they are dead, 
making them look good. That would have been my 
first love, but then it developed into folklore, art, and 
writing. 

Even in grade school and high school, I never thought 
I would write . I thought I was too stupid, a dumb 
Dutchman, until people put me to the task of writing 
plays. If no one had asked me to write a play, I 
wouldn't have done it. Even cooking is art. Some 
people say they can't do it, but if you put your mind 
to it you can do anything. I don't consider my work 
true folk art because I have an art degree. What after 
all is folk art? I was taught to do this, to sit down and 
visualize something, and then make it into some pro
duct. All the art work I did, I am told, has a style 
cf its own, and is pretty close to what was done years 
ago by Pennsylvania Dutch artists, representing a gen
eralization of many of the artists put together. 

) fa\orite an i repre entational. 0 mu h of 
modern art doe n't a) an) thing . Perhap the tide i 
turning again, a\\a from the purel) old form of the 
la t fe.... ear to omething warmer and more olor
ful. The indi\ idual ha like and di like: The ri h
ne of hi inner life, hi love of home, hi ego, hi 
elfi hne if ou Ii e . 11 that will rea en hi 0\ n 

being. He ill in i t upon being urrounded b hat 
plea e him elf becau e of the impa t on him of the age 
in which he Ii e. The i e de igner- raft man \\ ill 
study to interpret the e force , and \\ ill lead the a 
in de igning for new trend \ hich are in i tentl making 
them el e felt. 

We are told, ith all truth, that our i the highe t 
standard of Ii ing in the world. To our hame thi 
tandard in mo t mind fail to encompa intellec-

tual as well a material Ie el. lntellectuall and 
aesthetically we are too dependent upon the radio, 
tele ision, and the department tore. It i high time 
we did a little real thinking for oursel e and on idered 
the deeper, richer value of true Ii ing in order to pro
mote real beauty and peace . It i in thi function of 
balance sanity that a rt and craft are 0 ext remely im
portan t in the modern world . 
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The article by En minger, Jordan and tevens, 
which con titute the bulk of thi WI TER is ue of 
PE SYLVA fA FOLKLlFE, tand, in the opinion 
of the ditor, in the be t of the tradition e tabli hed 
by Profe or Alfred L. hoemaker. Hi pecialty 
article on Penn I ania Barn, both the Forebay Bank 
Barn type and Bottom Barn, elicited further item 
by an entire group of authoritative contributor. 
Finally hoemaker rearranged and reprinted hi own 
article with alient addition in hi book, Penn y /vania 
Barn, fir t printed in 1955 and reprinted at lea t twice 
afterward. 

Likewi e, during the lengthy editorial tenure of Doctor 
Don Yoder, pecial features of PE SYLVA fA FOLK
LfFE comprehended novel e ay on Barn and Rural 
Architecture by Robert . Bucher , Henry Gla ie and 
Amos Long, among others. To be ure, the migra
tion article by various Palatinate authors, tran lated 
and annotated by Don Yoder him elf, featured many 
pictorial example of rural and farm village archi 
tecture from the Pfalz and from Switzerland. Given 
the agrarian origin of our Penn ylvania German Pio
neer ance tors, that ha been a mo t legitimate cover
age, very appropriate and interesting to our ubscriber . 

We hope to continue that tradition in a worthy 
manner with this combination of articles, new in con
tent and fresh in approach. Some of the thing said, 
had been stated by Shoemaker twenty-five or thirty 
years ago, or at least he had set the direction. 
True, his interpretation has been out of fashion with 
some for a while now; we think he remains a per
tinent a ever, nonetheless. 

Many of us who are active in the current re earch 
field of Pennsylvania German/Dutch History and Cul
ture: Bucher, Glass, Keyser, Parsons and Kulp among a 
number of others, have been quite uneasy about some 
present theories of an English/Swedish ancestry of 
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culturally Germanic barns, outbuildings and even 
houses. Certainly research with an open mind, but 
with convincing and adequate evidence, please. And 
of course, no major cultural transfer across the wide 
Atlantic survived totally intact; there was a bending, 
an Americanizing of European culture forms to some 
degree at least. 

But the cultural baggage of the Pennsy/faanisch 
Deitsch in many other respects and areas was and 
remained visibly, legitimately, undeniably German. 
Language is perhaps the most obvious form, for it 
mattered not the territory of their origin, whether French 
Alsace, Switzerland , or anyone of the numerous Ger
man states. Those who spoke Deitsch attempted in 
every way to retain it even when the newer English 
values pressed in upon them. It united them, co
alesced them, reinforced them. They were determined 
not to lose it. And it was pervasive. In a way 
that we are at a loss to fully explain, the P.fci/zisch 
dialect, common language of the Palatinate, territory 
which sent great numbers to Pennsylvania, came to 
dominate overwhelmingly among all Pennsylvania Ger
man , no matter from what part of Germany they 
had come. A language form of perhaps 35070 of the 
migrants became about 85% dominant in speech. It 
even cast their word pronunciation when they spoke 
what wa pre umably High German, hence the various 
reference to a basically eighteenth century pronunci
ation in what i called "Pennsylvania High German." 

ventually, to be sure, the dialect lost out, but not 
without bequeathing some very obviou and lasting 
peech and grammar patterns to heirs and descen

dant . 
Food and cookery would just as surely provide 

memorable examples for further illustration. So also 
folk cu tom and superstitions; tale, jokes and legends 
and the entire field of folk mu ic yield example 
after example after example of the tenacity of Old 
Country way. Tho e value, style and / or habits per-
i ted through everal generations in America. Not 

that they failed to adopt improvement. They did that 
when Engli h neighbor taught them les ons of cien
tific farming which oon became a part of Pennsyl
vania German technique. Indian medications and 
herbal remedies were also adopted when efficacious. 

But it requires more than ju t a stretch of the 
imagination to picture the German ettler in Penn yl
vania adopting a few features of an otherwi e totally 
trange Swedi h or Engli h barn. '10 keep an open 

editorial mind, however, upon hearing of a cheduled 
reading of a paper on Pennsylvania Barn (which 
promised to be totally different from that of Pro
fessor Ensminger) an invitation was tendered to the 
author to ubmit a typescript for publication In 

PENNSYLVANIA FOLKLlFE. We till await a 
reply. 



Back in 1975 e era I distantly related cousins , all 
de cendants of JOH H L, a He ian 
soldier who remained in merica after the Re olution
ary War , formed a partner hip. Their aim v.a lO 
docu ment the life of their anceSlOr who had Ii ed in 
Lebanon and chuylkill ountie, and to publi h their 
findings. he venture resulted (J 976) in the book, 
Johannes chwalm The Hessian, now in it third 
printing, plus four upplementary annual journal. 
All have won acclaim in this count ry and in ermany. 

What was equally important wa the urging b a 
number of innuential people that the partner hip ome
how harness the interest in Hessian history and gene
alogy, created by the publication. It wa sugge ted 
that this might best be done by forming an organiza
tion a rou nd which descendants of He ian oldier 
could perpetuate this intere t. 

After struggling for a year with this idea, a non
profit corporation was formed, under the statute 
of Pennsylvania designed lo encourage HislOrical So
cieties, with the name of The Johannes Schwalm Hi tor
ical Association, Inc. Sub equently the corporation has 
received tax exempt status under IRS Chapter 501 
(c) (3). Thus contributions to the corporation are tax 
deductible. At this time J.S .H.A . Inc. is still open 
for charter memberships. It has members living in 21 
states, Canada and West Germany. 

The main goals are to research, document , and pre
serve the cu lture, heritage, art form s, religious prac
tices, dialects, history and genealogy of those Hessian 
soldiers who remain in America, and to disseminate 
the findings in publications, books, journals, art ex
hibits and slide presentations. J.S.H.A . Inc. is par
ticularly interested in the interrelationship with the 
so-called Pennsylvania German or Pennsylvania Dutch 
community, where many soldiers settled, or where 
others spent a few years of their life before moving 
south and west. 

Journal #4, consisting of seventy pages, issued in' 
July 1980, is the first publication under the corporation. 
It has been well received. The first art exhibit, 
consisting of sixteen framed prints by Marianne Heine
mann, depicting the Trachten (costumes) of the Schwal
mer, is available for showing by schools, colleges, 
libraries, churc.les, etc. In cooperation with the Lan
caster County Historical Society, J.S.H.A. Inc. has 
set up a depository, which will make available to the 
public, records and memorabilia of the corporation . 

The Board of Directors is soliciting articles from 
the public for publication in future journals. Based 
on literary merit, original research relating to the goals 
of the corporation, and readability, the Editorial Com
mittee may make small monetary awards to the 
writers. These awards will come from a grant by 
Helgor Borner, Minister President of Hessen together 
with some matching funds. 

J . . H . . In . oli it ugge tion on the t 'pe of 
re earch in \\ hich it hould engage. If ou are of He -
ian de cent, or kno\\ of indi\ idual \ ho are, the 

corporation \\ould appreciate hearing from ou. 
ociate member hip in the organization i encouraged. 

Inquire and comment hould be addre ed to: 

49 3 o. edge\ ick Road 
L ndhur t, O H 44124 

Hardly had the ink dried and the postal authoritie 
deliveredtheAUTUM 1980is ueofPE SYLVA fA 
FOLKLIFE, when I received the fir t objection to the 
slip of my pen in the Regina Leininger account, which 
transported the Penn ' Creek raid to Pine Creek. 
I am happy to stand corrected by my good friend 
Arthur M. Haas and his cousin Ru th Galon . Red
faced, I blush that such an error crept into my state
ment of correction. 

One of the most rewarding aspects of writing and 
research into things Pennsylvania German/ Dutch , has 
been the wholehearted cooperation, enthusiastic ass is
tance and general goodwill of historian s, archivists 
and librarians of local and regional societies. We often 
meet them initially in an impersonal way, by phone 
or formal letter of inquiry. Direct consultation will 
often reveal an eagerness to help which is both ap
parent and genuine . In these present days when 
politics and business often seem so determined to 
operate on a rough , tough basis of devil-take-the-hind
most, these good people add a positive dimension 
indeed. 

Since the publication/ mailing date for this issue is 
December 1, 1980, it is appropriate t~ remind those 
who reside in Eastern Pennsylvania, of the long-starlding 
tradition, prevalent in the Lehigh Valley but observed 
elsewhere too, that Bethlehem Pennsylvania, has earned 
its reputation as "The Christmas City." As usual 
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thi year, the community, along with Moravian College 
and Lehigh Univer ity, plan an entire feast of musical, 
cultural festivitie . Gasoline crisis and inflation have 
failed to di courage one town's rejoicing. 

If you are a neighbor, or just find yourself in the 
vicinity, do pay attention to the attractions. You owe 
it to your elf. You will remember the events for a 
long time to come. So will the young folks . 

As we go under the wire for last-minute adjust
ment to our WINTER 1980-81 issue, your Editor 
is pleased to make this final progress report on the 
25-YEAR INDEX to PENNSYLVANIA FOLKLIFE. 
Only today (11 November 1980) have I completed 
final proof-reading of Galleys and waited for final 
corrections to be made to the hard galleys at the 
printer. After high expectations, some disappoint
ment and various delays both anticipated and total 
surprise, we are now about to go to pre . An INDEX 
has been promised in one form or another for twenty 
years. Now we are on the brink of actuality. 

In retrospect, the component ta ks from index cards 
(or sometimes, tabs) to the typesetting and proof
checking of 237 rough galleys containing no less than 

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, 
CIRCULATION REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGR ESS 

OF AUGUST 12, 1970 

(Section 3685, Title 39, United States Code) 

Of Pennsylvania Folklife, published 4 times yearly at Lancaster, 
Pa., for October I, 1980. 

I. The names and addresses of publisher, editor, are: Pub
lisher - Pennsylvania Folklife Society, Collegeville, Pa . Editor 
William T . Parsons, Collegeville, Pa . 

2. The owner is: Pennsylvania Folklife Society, P .O. Box 92, 
Collegeville, Pa . or 3 Central Plaza, Lancaster, Pa. and Ursinus 
College, Collegeville, Pa. 

3. The known bondholders, mortgagees and other security 
holders owning or holding one percent or more of total amount of 
bonds, mortgages or other securities are: None 

4. Extent and Nature of Circulation 
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20,000 personal names and 50,000 page references, 
seem frightening. Still, with hard and dedicated work 
by indexers Judith Fryer and Bernadine Collin; typing 
on short notice by Doris Albright; heroic ga lley typi ng 
by Bohni Becker and Harriet Williams at Stiegel Printing, 
and seemingly enough hours of proof-reading innum
erable columns of names, topics, volume:number:pages, 
to suffice this Editor a ll hi s lazy days to come, we 
are going to press within the week. 

Like the Old Schwenkfelder and Mennonite fraktur 
artists, we know better than to attempt a perfect 
job. That seems to us as to them too arrogant an effort 
to play the Deity. Still, errors in an Index should 
not send a reader to the wrong page. Proof-correc
ing has gone right back to the Index Cards to avoid 
that. I am aware of only one uncorrected spelling 
error and one which will not hamper search in the 
INDEX. That fits our statement at the head of this 
paragraph; we hope there are few more than that. 

Since we believe that one essential use of the 
SURNAME INDEX portion of the above work will be 
its utility to genealogy searchers, we are also happy to 
note as we sign off this article, the announcement 
by Lancaster Mennonite Historical Society that its 
Annual Genealogy Conference for 1981 will feature 
talks, workshops , exhibits and displays . For additional 
information, write to: Librarian Lois Ann Mast, 
Lancaster Mennonite Historical Society, 2215 Mill-
tream Road, Lancaster, PA 17602. 

Average o . Copies Single Issue 
Each Issue During earest To 

Preceding 12 Months Fil ing Date 

A. Total o . Copies Printed 31 ,000 2,036 
B. Paid Circulation 

I. Dealers and carriers, st reet 
vendors and counter sales 20,000 50 

2. Mail Sub criptions 7,200 1,300 
C. Total Paid Circulation 27,200 1,350 

D. Free Distribution By Mail , 
Carrier or Other Means -
Samples, Complimentary 
other free copies 2,000 72 

E. Total Distribution 29,200 1,422 

F. Copies Not Distributed 
I. Office Use, Left-Over 

Unaccounted, Spoiled 
after Printing 1,800 614 

2. Returns From News Agents None one 
G. Total 31,000 2,036 

I certify that the tatements made by me above are correct and 
complete. 

William T. Par on 
Editor 
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V.I II , No 1 -7. '00 

An Early Proponent of 
Medical H i~ in IlmAri~2 

25- YEAR INDEX IS READY 

By the time this notice appears, 
we will have mailed out copies to 
fill initial orders for our newest 
publication, Judith E. Fryer, editor, 
A 25-Year INDEX to PENNSYL
VANIA FOLKLIFE, including Sur
name Index. Samples of each type 
of index appear on this page, in 
the opposite corner. 

We believe this will answer a 
deeply felt need among researchers, 
genealogists and periodicals librar
ians. Indeed we have been so in
formed by those very persons when 
they have seen advance copies of the 
typescript. 

Pre-publication price for this book, 
which is about double the number 
of pages found in a regular issue 
of PENNSYLVANIA FOLKLIFE, 
is a modest $9.75. That price will 
be honored on all orders until 31 
December 1980. Holiday gifts of 
this INDEX might seem a most 
appropriate suggestion. After 1 
January 1981, the price will be set 
at the regular cost of $11 .95. 

Make out your check to: Penn
sylvania Folklife Society and be sure 
to indicate somewhere on the check 
that it is for: INDEX. You may 
also wish to subscribe for a year 
if not a regular subscriber; just add 
$7.00 for that. In either case, send 
your order to: 

Circulation Desk 
P.O. BOX 92 
COLLEGEVILLE, PA 19426 

• ,_, .. - ISe. qop, 

Apple Buffer 

8UMMER 1975 

Paulu, 1argaret R. Flax eed, Root of 

Home pun. 2: 19:2. ABCRC RO\I BI L. Jam.:, 5. '12 . 
Paxlom ille. Belsnid.ling in 

\\'iney. 19 :2: 10 . 
The Peacock in Pa. Robad.el 
Pear on, John. DUlCh Impre' 
Pea, in the Pod and Ou!. HI 
peddlers eeal 0 itineranl:' 

Cheap John. Stahl. 4: 13: 
An Old Gennan PedcUer. \\ 
Tin Peddlers and couring 0 

t iller. 5:12:9. 
The Wh olesale Peddler. W 

1:7:5; 4:2: .. L 
Peeping into lhe Past. hOWe 

2:15:4; 3:20:1. 
Peiffer, Karen . Folk CuitUi 

naire # 39; Cider and Wine 
24:4:49. 

_ Folk Cull ural Que tionnair 
BrewingTechnique.25:1: 

P en ame. Funk. 5: 13:7. 
P enman hip. Kieffer. 5: 13 : 
The Penn ylYania Barn in 

Gla ie. 1-:2:; 15 :4: 12. 
Penn yhania Broad ides. YO( 

16:3 :28. 
_ Chalk ware. Robacker. 
_ Conlribule to the America 

ABT. ntonla 17:2:40. 
\CH \ BlI';. \Iana 2:1:6 
ACHCBACHCR. (a'per; 

17.2:3.t 
\Iagdakn<l. both 

ACHCR. Lphriam Le,tcr 3:17:7; [,lha 3: 
17 :7; Pch:r 3 II :5.3: I ;'7. 

AC!-.CR\IAl\". Jacob 5:1:9. 
ACLBRA';D. E,lilabclh (Coon) .t:7:9. 
\Curr. Calhenne ( dleetL); Da\ld; Ja.:ob; 

JU\lU,; ;\Iargaret ( .:urn Ochart; ,\\ar) (Otl .. 
ingcr). all.t:"': . 

AD ,\1. Anthony I :9:5; Jacob 2: 19:6; Lo\ ina 
2:19:6; .\\argarctha 1:5:6; Pru.tor 1:9:5. 1:10:6. 

ADA.\I.. [ItLa 3:1 :7; George 3:15:6; Jo,eph 
2: II :6. 

A[SCH,Chmllna 1:1 :6. 
AG TER. Ja.:ob 1:22:6. 
AI TER. John Jacob 2: 10:6. See aho EYSTER. 
ALBERT. Andrea!> I:: I; Anna Barbara (\\'olrn 

I: :1; Chri tian 3: :5; Frantl 3:11:5; Georg 
3:5:6; Julianna (Kinller) 3:5:6; Lorentl 1:8: \; 
,\I argarethal: : 1; arah5:8:13. 
LBERTTHAL. Baltha ar; EIi~abeth Calharina; 
Franl Klaus; Johann iclau, all 6: I :40. 

ALBRECHT. nna 4:3: 15; Damel 1:22:6; Da\id 
2:9:6; J. 17:2:40 .. 41; Jacob 17 :2:39; Joanna 
(Kittenberger) 2:9:6; Johanne, 4:3 : 15; William 
I :2:.t0. ee al 0: 

ALBRIGHT. Allen 4:6: 12; Bernard 4:6: 12; Clay .. 
Ion ;" . ' 12' Geor daD . ,1,-,-,-__ 



The Festival and its Sponsorship 
The Kutztown Folk Festival is sponsored by the Pennsylvania Folklife Society, a 
nonprofit educational corporation affiliated with URSINUS COllEGE, College
ville , Pennsylvania . The Society ' s purposes are threefold : First, the demonstrating 
and displaying of the lore and folkways of the Pennsylvania Dutch through the 
annual Kutztown Folk Festival; second , the collecting , studying , archiving and 
publishing the lore of the Dutch Country and Pennsylvania through the publi
cation of PENNSYLVANIA FOlKLIFE Magazine; and third , using the proceeds 

for scholarships and general educational purposes at URSINUS COllEGE. 

FOR THE FOLK FESTIVAL BROCHURE WRITE TO: 

Pennsylvania folklife Society 
College Blvd. & Vine, Kutztown. Pa. 19530 
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